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The bypolls result in three
Lok Sabha and 29

Assembly constituencies spread
across 13 States and the Union
Territory of Dadra and Nagar
Haveli on Tuesday delivered
mixed fortune for major polit-
ical parties with the BJP sweep-
ing in Assam and the Congress
making a stunning comeback
in Himachal Pradesh. 

The Trinamool Congress
won all four seats, including the
Dinhata Assembly seat which
its Minister of State for Home
Nishith Paramanik had won
earlier this year by a record
margin of 1,64,089 votes.

The BJP held its own in
Madhya Pradesh. The party
won two of the three Assembly
seats and one Lok Sabha seat
while the Congress secured
Assembly victory in one con-
stituency. 

Of the three Lok Sabha
seats where bypolls were held
on October 30, the Congress
won Mandi, Shiv Sena Dadra,
and Nagar Haveli, and BJP
retained Khandwa Lok Sabha
seat where its candidate
Gyaneshwar Patil scored over
Congress’ Rajnarayansingh
Purni.

The Congress held its sway
in Rajasthan winning both the
seats, while the BJP and the
Congress shared one seat each
in Karnataka. The JD(U) won
both the seats in Bihar.

The bypoll in Haryana
which took place in the wake
of farmers’ agitation and the
resignation of INLD secretary
general Abhay Singh Chautala
has gone in the favour of the
latter. Chautala has won the
Assembly seat against his near-
est rival Gobind Kanda of the
BJP-JJP combine in the
Ellenabad Assembly con-
stituency.

The bypoll was necessitat-
ed after Chautala in January
resigned as the MLA from the
seat in protest against three
Central farm laws and to stand
in solidarity with the farmers
who are protesting against
these legislations for more than
one year.

The ruling BJP won the
Sindgi seat in Karnataka with
a margin of 31,185, votes but
significantly lost the Hangal
Assembly seat which fell in
incumbent Chief Minister
Basavaraj Bommai’s home dis-
trict of Haveri . Bommai later
said he had taken the loss of
Hangal seat “very seriously

and will take corrective steps”.
In Assam, BJP candidate

Sushanta Borgohain, who
switched over from the
Congress, won the Thowra
seat by a margin of 30,561,
while UPPL nominee Jiron
Basumatary pocketed the
Gossaigaon constituency by a
margin of 28,252 votes.

BJP candidates Phanidhar
Talukdar (Bhabanipur) and
Rupjyoti Kurmi (Mariani) won
with big margins, while Jolen
Daimary of the UPPL won the
Tamulpur seat.      

With these victories, the
BJP’s strength in the 126-mem-
ber Assam Assembly has

increased to 60 and UPPL’s to
six. The other partner in the
ruling coalition, Asom Gana
Parishad, which had not field-
ed any candidate in the by-elec-
tions, has nine MLAs.

The Congress has much to
cheer about its show in
Himachal which is also the
home State of BJP president JP
Nadda. Congress candidates
Bhawani Singh Pathania,
Sanjay, and Rohit Thakur won
from Fatehpur, Arki and
Jubbal-Kotkhai Assembly con-
stituencies, respectively. State
Congress president Kuldeep
Singh Rathore demanded the
resignation of Chief Minister

Jai Ram Thakur on moral
grounds after the BJP’s defeat.

In Mandi parliamentary
seat, late Chief Minister
Virbhadra Singh’s wife Pratibha
Singh of the Congress won
against her nearest rival Kargil
war hero Brigadier Khushal
Thakur of the BJP. In the last
Lok Sabha election in 2019
BJP’s Ram Swaroop Sharma
had won the Mandi seat by a
whopping 4,05,000 votes.

In West Bengal, BJP suf-
fered an embarrassing defeat at
the hands of the ruling
Trinamool Congress conceding
all the four Assembly seats
that went to polls on October

30 by-elections.
The saffron outfit not only

lost all the four Assembly seats
— including the two it had won
in April-May State polls — to
the TMC but it also forfeited
deposits in all but one seat of
Shantipur in Nadia district.
Even here the party lost to the
Trinamool by a whopping mar-
gin of about 64,000 votes.

TMC’s Braja Kishor
Goswami won Shantipur
defeating his nearest BJP rival
Niranjan Das. Shantipur was
earlier won by BJP’s Jagannath
Sarkar, an MP who later 
chose to retain his 
parliamentary seat.

In North Bengal, BJP’s
Ashok Mondal lost the Dinhata
seat to TMC’s Udayan Guha by
a huge margin of 1.64 lakh
votes. Dinhata is the home turf
of Union Home Minister of
State Nisith Pramanik (and
Cooch Behar MP) who had
contested from the seat in
April-May elections defeating
Guha by 53 votes before choos-
ing to retain his LS seat.

“How the Home Minister
performed is proved by the fact
that his party trailed the TMC
by 95 votes from his home
booth,” said Cooch Behar TMC
leader and former Minister
RN Ghosh.

Near to Kolkata, the TMC
candidate and State Minister
Sobhandeb Chattopadhyay
won the Khardaha seat in
North 24 Parganas by a huge
margin of 93,800 votes. He
defeated BJP’s Joy Saha.

Continued on Page 2
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Pakistan on Tuesday played
spoilsport by declining

India’s invite for a meeting
here on November 10 to dis-
cuss the situation in
Afghanistan. The National
Security Advisers (NSA) of
India, Pakistan, China, Russia,
Iran, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan
were to take part in the meet-
ing. China may also not take
part in the meet.

Rejecting India’s invite,
Pakistan’s NSA Moeed Yusuf
said on Tuesday he will not
attend the meeting as there will
be no representation by 
the Taliban. 

As reported in The Pioneer
on October 18, as a major
stakeholder in ensuring peace
in Afghanistan, India was plan-
ning to host a meeting of the
NSAs of the countries in the
neighbourhood, including
Pakistan. However, New Delhi
is, so far, reluctant to extend the
invitation to Taliban.

Sources said the Pakistani
NSA declined to attend the
meet to be hosted by Indian
NSA Ajit Doval and said his
country will not attend any
meeting where there is no rep-
resentation from the Taliban
regime from Afghanistan.

Addressing a Press confer-

ence in Pakistan, when asked if
he planned to visit India for the
talks, Yusuf also said, “I will not
go. A spoiler cannot play the
role of peacemaker.”

The three-day meet is 
likely now to go ahead without 
representation from Pakistan,
sources said, adding 
China may also not attend 
the conference.

Addressing a Press confer-
ence on Tuesday in Pakistan
after signing a security proto-
col agreement with Uzbekistan,
Yusuf said, “It may be a luxu-
ry for the Western world sitting
10,000 miles away (to not both-
er about Afghanistan) but we
do not have any option to dis-
engage from Afghanistan.”

Continued on Page 2
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Finally bidding a formal
goodbye to the Congress

almost a month-and-a-half
after he stepped down as
Punjab Chief Minister, Capt
Amarinder Singh on Tuesday
announced the name of his
new political outfit — Punjab
Lok Congress.

In his seven-page resigna-
tion letter addressed to
Congress supremo Sonia
Gandhi, Capt Amarinder
maintained that he was “hurt”,
and minced no words to say
that several party legislators
and even Ministers were
involved in illegal sand mining. 

At the same time, he lashed
out at Punjab Congress presi-
dent Navjot Singh Sidhu by

calling him “unstable”, while
not saying anything against
his successor Charanjit 
Singh Channi.

In fact, in his attack, he did
not spare the Gandhi siblings
— Rahul and Priyanka Gandhi
— for “patronising” Sidhu’s
“shenanigans”, and also took on
senior leader Harish Rawat by
calling him “the most 
dubious individual”.

“One of my enduring
regrets would remain as to
why I did not take some of
them to task. The thought that

it would embarrass the party
held me back. However, I do
intend to make the list of these
people public as this has been
provided to me by the
Government of Punjab and
State Intelligence from time to
time,” said Amarinder in his
resignation letter.

Notably, Amarinder had
resigned as the Chief Minister
on September 18 citing humil-
iation at the hands of the party
high command. Channi was
unanimously elected leader of
the Congress Legislative Party,
and became Punjab’s first Dalit
Chief Minister.

“I actually felt deeply hurt
by your conduct and that of
your children who I still deeply
love as much as my own chil-
dren, having known their
father, since we were in school
together since 1954, which is
for 67 years now,” said
Amarinder in his letter to
Sonia Gandhi.

The former Punjab CM
came down heavily on Sidhu
for his alleged Pakistani “links”. 

Continued on Page 2
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The CBI on Tuesday filed
two separate chargesheets

in the suspected espionage case
involving alleged leak of sensi-
tive information on submarine
retrofitting projects against six
persons, including a serving
Navy commander and two
retired naval officers, besides a
Hyderabad-based private com-
pany and its directors.

The chargesheets were filed
on Tuesday within 60 days of
the registration of the case on
September 2 in order to prevent
the accused from getting bail
from the competent court here.
Under the Prevention of
Corruption Act if a chargesheet
is filed within the stipulated 60-
day period, the chances of the
accused getting bail are dimin-

ished, officials said, adding
that in the absence of the
chargesheet, the accused are
entitled to secure bail.

The time limit for filing
chargesheet in cases under the
Indian Penal Code is 90 days.

The two chargesheets filed
before a special CBI court at
Rouse Avenue have charged the
accused under IPC Section
120-B (criminal conspiracy)
and relevant provisions of
Prevention of Corruption Act.

In the first chargesheet,
the CBI has named six accused

persons, including serving
Navy commander Ajit Kumar
Pandey and the Hyderabad-
based private firm Allen
Reinforced Plastics Private Ltd
(ARPPL), sources said.

The first chargesheet also
named retired Navy comman-
der SJ Singh and retired com-
modore Randeep Singh,
Executive Director of ARPPL,
TP Shastri, and directors of the
accused firm, NV Rao and K
Chandrashekhar, besides the
company ARPPL, sources
added.

The second chargesheet
has been filed against two
accused persons SJ Singh and
Randeep, both retired Navy
officers, they said.  

Earlier, the CBI had seized
�2.4 crore in cash from the
premises of Randeep during
searches.   

CBI has filed a chargesheet
for passing on confidential
information about India’s Kilo
Class submarines to “unau-
thorised persons.”

Continued on Page 2
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday met

Microsoft co-founder and bil-
lionaire philanthropist Bill
Gates on the sidelines of the cli-
mate summit here and dis-
cussed ways to further sus-
tainable development, steps to
mitigate climate change and
vaccine research.

Prime Minister Modi
expressed appreciation for the
work being done by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation in
India, the Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) said.

The Microsoft co-founder
briefed the Prime Minister on
the progress of Mission
Innovation, it said.

“They discussed ways to
step up activities in India under
Mission Innovation,” the MEA
said.

Promising opportunities
in areas like green hydrogen,

aviation fuels, battery storage
and vaccine research were also
discussed, it added.

Mission Innovation is a
global initiative to catalyse
action and investment in
research, development and
demonstration to make clean

energy affordable, attractive
and accessible to all this decade.
This will accelerate progress
towards the Paris Agreement
goals and pathways to net zero,
according to Mission
Innovation’s website.

Continued on Page 2
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday launched

the Initiative for the Resilient
Island States (IRIS) for devel-
oping infrastructure of small
island nations, saying it gives a
new hope, a new confidence
and satisfaction of doing some-
thing for the most vulnerable
countries.

Prime Minister Modi was
joined by his British counter-
part Boris Johnson on the sec-
ond day of the COP26 climate
summit here. The launch event
was also attended by Australian
Prime Minister Scott Morrison
and UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres.

“The launch of
‘Infrastructure for Resilient
Island States’ gives a new hope,

a new confidence,” Modi said,
adding that the initiative gives
the satisfaction of doing some-
thing for the most vulnerable
countries.

Continued on Page 2
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After 12-long hours of
intense grilling, the

Enforcement Directorate (ED)
placed Maharashtra’s former
Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh under arrest in the
early hours of Tuesday in the
alleged money laundering case
linked to the charges of extor-
tion made against him by
Mumbai’s former Police
Commissioner Param Bir
Singh. Later in the day, a ses-
sions court remanded
Deshmukh in ED’s custody 
till November 6.

As his questioning by the
ED officials went on till late
into Monday night and there
was no official coming out of
the investigating agency’s office
in south Mumbai, it had
become more or less certain
that Deshmukh would be
placed under arrest. At around
1.30 am, the ED formally
arrested him under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) on

charges of bribery, conspiracy
and misuse of office.

S e v e n - o n e - y e a r - o l d
Deshmukh was produced
before Additional Sessions
Judge PB Jadhav, who presides
over the Special Holiday Court,
at around noon. 

Continued on Page 2
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At least 19 people were killed
and 50 others wounded in

an attack on a military hospi-
tal in Kabul on Tuesday, the lat-
est assault to rock Afghanistan
since the Taliban seized power.

The attack got underway
when a suicide bomber deto-
nated his explosives near the
entrance of the sprawling site.

Gunmen then broke into

the hospital grounds, firing
their weapons there, the
Taliban said.

“Nineteen dead bodies and
about 50 wounded people have
been taken to hospitals in
Kabul,” a Health Ministry offi-
cial who asked not to be named
told AFP. The Taliban spent 20
years waging an insurgency
against the ousted US-backed
government.

Detailed report on P8
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The Chandigarh Police start-
ed its four weeks anti

riot/mob control course for
greater and humane approach
efficiency at the country’s lone
training centre at Meerut based
RAF Academy for Public Order
(RAPO). A total of 103
Chandigarh Police personnel
comprising of 68 male and 35
female reported for the course at
RAPO who will be trained
under guidance of Vivek Vaid IG
RAF following the strict covid
protocols. During the inaugur-
al function of the course on
Monday various law and order
situation like the infamous Ram
Rahim violence, Law & order
situation of Haryana, Punjab,
Delhi  NCR arising in the wake
of farmers’ protest were dis-
cussed with the trainees.

Nadiad: A sessions court in
Nadiad in Gujarat on Tuesday
sentenced 15 persons to life
imprisonment and 44 others to
ten years rigorous imprison-
ment in a 2016 case of murder
of a woman at Bhilodra village
in the State's Kheda district,
which had led to rioting between
members of two communities.

The court of Nadiad ses-
sions judge DR Bhatt sentenced
15 persons, including accused
Mafatbhai Bharwad, his broth-
er and others from their com-
munity, to life imprisonment
under sections 302 (murder) of
IPC  for killing one Kesarben
Sodha on August 28, 2016 and
injuring 14 others in the clash
that ensued between members of
the two communities.

The court also sentenced 44
members of another communi-
ty from the village, including the
complainant in the murder case

Harisinh Sodha and others, to 10
years rigorous imprisonment
for rioting under IPC sections
436 (mischief by fire to destroy
house, etc.), 326 (voluntarily
causing grievous hurt) and 395
(dacoity). 

One person was given the
benefit of doubt and acquitted by
the court.        Two cross FIRs
were filed at Nadiad rural police
station following the murder of
Sodha. While 15 people from
one community were arrested on
charges of murder, 45 others
were held for alleged arson and
dacoity.

The court took into account
70 documentary evidences and
49 witnesses accounts to pass its
order in the murder case, while
17 documentary evidences and
as many witnesses were exam-
ined in the dacoity and arson
case, said public prosecutor PR
Tiwari. PTI
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From Page 1
Further south near the

Sunderbans TMC’s Subrata Mondal
won the Gosaba Assembly seat
defeating BJP’s Palash Rana by a
huge margin of 1.97 lakh votes.

In Rajasthan Congress won the
Dhariawad and Vallabhnagar
Assembly seats which may have
come as a comfort to Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot.

In Madhya Pradesh, Sulochana
Rawat of the BJP defeated nearest
rival Mahesh Rawat Patel of the
Congress by a margin of 6,104 votes
in Jobat while BJP’s Shishupal Yadav
registered victory in Prithvipur,
defeating Congress’ Nitendra Singh
Rathore by a margin of 15,687 votes.
In Raigon, Kalpana Verma of the
Congress defeated BJP rival Pratima
Bagri by a margin of 12,290 votes.

In Bihar, Janata Dal (U) won
both  Kusheshwar Asthan seat and
Tarapur Assembly seat. Aman
Bhushan Hajari of JD(U) defeated
RJD’s Ganesh Bharti and Congress’s
Atirek Kumar in Kusheshwar
Asthan reserved seat. Hajari won
with a margin of 12,695 votes over
Bharti.

In the Tarapur Assembly con-
stituency, JD(U)’s Rajeev Kumar
Singh defeated RJD’s Arun Kumar
by 3,852 votes.

From Page 1
Amarinder said: “Despite my profound

reservations and over the unanimous advice of
almost all the MPs from Punjab, you chose to
appoint an acolyte of the Pakistani deep State
Sidhu who had publicly hugged Pakistan Army
Chief General Bajwa and Prime Minister
Imran Khan, as the president of the Punjab
Congress Committee.”

“Khan and Bajwa are the people responsi-
ble for sending terrorists across the border to
kill Indians. It may be noted that 82 Punjabi sol-
diers have been martyred in Jammu and
Kashmir since my government took over in
2017,” he added.

Capt Amarinder went on to add that Sidhu’s
only claim to fame was that he would “abuse me
and my Government on a regular basis. I am
old enough to be his father but that did not stop
him from using the filthiest and most vile lan-
guage against me both publicly and privately”.

“Unfortunately rather than being reined in
(for speaking publicly against him), he was
patronised by Rahul and Priyanka, while you
chose to turn a blind eye to the shenanigans of
this gentleman who was aided and abetted by
the General Secretary In-charge Harish Rawat,
perhaps the most dubious individual I had the
occasion to make acquaintance off,” he added. 

Amarinder added, “I had told you at that
time also that Sidhu is a person of unstable mind
and you will one day regret this decision and
it would be too late by then. I am sure you must
be regretting it now.”

From Page 1
On its part, the ED had sought 14 days’ custody.

However, the court remanded him in ED’s custody till
November 6. Since it is quite unlikely that he will get
relief from the court in the new few days, Deshmukh
will have to spend the Diwali in the ED’s custody.

In a statement released to the media ahead of his
appearance before the ED, Deshmukh had said: “A false
narrative and erroneous impression is being created
by the vested interests that I am evading or avoiding
to appear before the enforcement directorate.
Undoubtedly, such propaganda is baseless. All that I
ever wanted is a transparent, fair and objective probe
without any fear or favour so that the truth is not ren-
dered causality”.

Deshmukh — who had skipped the summons
issued by the ED on five occasions — had charged that
those who were maligning him had no credibility, hon-
our or pride. “These unscrupulous persons are them-
selves knee-deep involved in several rackets of extor-
tion, fraud and even murder. The principal person who
held the office of Commissioner of Police is now a
wanted absconding criminal, “the former State Home
Minister said, while referring to 
allegations of extortion against him in March this year.

“I have scrupulously complied with the rule in let-
ter and spirit. There has been no occasion when I have
not made myself available for any probity in public life
or personal life. My life is an open book and I have
absolutely nothing to hide,” Deshmukh had said.

Deshmukh had resigned from his post as the State
Home Minister on April 5 2021 within hours after the
Bombay High Court ordered a “Preliminary Enquiry”
(PE) by the CBI into the serious charges of corrup-
tion made against him by Mumbai’s former police com-
missioner. He is being investigated by the CBI and the
ED over the allegations of corruption made by Singh.   

It may be recalled that on March 20, the former
commissioner of police had  alleged that Deshmukh
had asked now arrested and dismissed police officer
Sachin Vaze to “collect” a staggering Rs 100 crore per
month from bars, restaurants and other sources in
Mumbai.

From Page 1
They were passing confidential

commercial information on the
Medium Refit Life Certification or
MRLC programme of India’s Kilo
Class submarines to unauthorised
people for illegal gratification, they
said. The case was registered fol-
lowing a reference from the
Intelligence agencies that provided
inputs that some serving officers in
the Western Headquarters of Navy
working on retrofitting of Russian
Kilo class submarines were alleged-
ly being influenced by retired naval
officers and were receiving pecu-
niary benefits, the officials said.

After registering a case on
September 2, the CBI carried out
searches the next day during which
two retired officers Commodore
Randeep and Commander SJ Singh,
who works for a Korean Submarine
company, were arrested, they said.

During further searches, the
CBI claimed to have recovered Rs
2.4 crore from the residence of one
of the retired Navy officers
Randeep. Later during the probe,
the CBI took into custody the serv-
ing Navy officer Commander Ajeet
Kumar Pandey, and another
Commander working with him,
they said.

From Page 1
Explaining Pakistan’s support

for the Taliban dispensation in
Kabul, the NSA said the world
needs to engage with them in
order to prevent a humanitarian
crisis.  “This is not a matter of the
Taliban or some other Government
but of the ordinary Afghan (citi-
zens) â�¦ We are the biggest victim
of this (instability in Afghanistan)
so when we talk about stability in
Afghanistan then one (reason) is
that it is the right of our Afghan
brothers and sisters. But secondly
it is also necessary for our nation-
al security that there is stability in
Afghanistan and continuous peace
is established,” Yusuf said. 

The forthcoming NSAs meet-
ing will be held in person between
the NSAs of these countries.  India
invited Yusuf for the proposed
meeting of the NSAs. Pakistan has
all along insisted that talks on
Afghanistan must have the pres-
ence of the Taliban 

Sources said the meeting
between the NSAs was in the
pipeline even before the Taliban
took control of Afghanistan. The
corona pandemic delayed the cru-
cial meet regarding that nation.

From Page 1
Modi congratulated the Coalition for Disaster

Resilient Infrastructure CDRI for the initiative and
said for him the CDRI or IRIS is not just about infra-
structure but it is part of a very sensitive responsi-
bility of human welfare.  

“It is the collective responsibility of all of us
towards mankind,” he said. “It is, in a way, a shared
atonement for our sins.”

“The last few decades have proved that no one
is untouched by the wrath of climate change.
Whether they are developed countries or countries
rich in natural resources, this is a big threat to every-
one,” Modi said.

Stating that the Small Island Developing States
or SIDS face the biggest threat from climate
change, Modi said India’s space agency ISRO will
build a special data window for them to provide
them timely information about cyclones, coral-reef
monitoring, coast-line monitoring etc. Through
satellite.

From Page 1
“Prime Minister @narendramodi met

@BillGates on the sidelines of the @COP26 Summit
in Glasgow. Both discussed ways to further sus-
tainable development and steps to mitigate climate
change,” Office of the Prime Minister of India said
on Twitter. Launched alongside the Paris Agreement
in 2015, Mission Innovation, a global initiative of
22 countries and the European Commission, brings
together governments, public authorities, corporates,
investors and academia to enable widely affordable
clean energy globally and achieve the goals of the
Paris Agreement.

Gates in the past has reinforced his foundation’s
commitment to supporting the Government of India
in its efforts to meet the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), with a particular focus on health, nutri-
tion, sanitation and agriculture.

On Monday, Gates said that at this year’s UN
Climate Conference, innovation will take center stage
and he was optimistic about the road ahead.
“By bringing the world together at #COP26, we can
find more ways to accelerate the development and
adoption of the clean technologies we need to reach
net-zero emissions,” he said on Twitter.

In May last year, Gates and Prime Minister Modi
interacted via  video conferencing and discussed the
coronavirus pandemic.
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After taking suo moto con-
gnizance of media reports

of threat given to the family of
Indian cricket captain Virat
Kohli, the Delhi Commission
for Women (DCW) on
Tuesday sent a notice to the
Delhi Police and asked them to
submit the copy of First
Information Report (FIR) reg-
istered in the matter and
sought details of accused iden-
tified and arrested in the mat-
ter.

The Delhi Women's panel
sent a notice to the Deputy
Commissioner of Police, Delhi
Police Cyber Cell.

“It has been reported that
online threats are being given
to rape the nine-month-old girl
child of Virat Kohli since the
team's defeat in a India-
Pakistan cricket match in the
ongoing T20 World Cup,” the
notice stated.

“It is learnt that he is being
also attacked since he spoke
against the incessant trolling of
his teammate Md. Shami who
was targeted for his religion by
online trolls,” said Swati
Maliwal, the chairperson of
DCW.

"This is very serious mat-
ter and attracts immediate
action," she said.
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Ahead of Diwali, the Delhi
Police has arrested two

people from separate places in
the national Capital and recov-
ered over 40 kg illegal fire-
crackers from them.

In the first incident, police
has arrested a man identified as
Pawan Kumar, a resident of Tri
Nagar, from west Delhi's
Mundka area with 16.160 kg
firecrackers.

According to Parvinder
Singh, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Outer district, on the interven-
ing night of Sunday and
Monday, police were patrolling
and when they reached at
Ghevra Mor, they saw one per-
son going towards Nangloi on
a scooter with a plastic bag.

New Delhi:The anti-CAA
protest was secular but the
charge sheet in the Delhi riots
conspiracy case was communal
and the police fabricated a
story to suit its narrative, for-
mer JNU student leader Umar
Khalid told a court here on
Tuesday calling it a "naked
form of false implication".

Senior advocate Trideep
Pais, appearing for Khalid,
made the remarks during a
hearing on Khalid's bail plea in
a case related to the communal
violence that had broken out in
north-east Delhi on February
24, 2020, after clashes between
the Citizenship Amendment
Act supporters and its protest-
ers spiralled out of control.

Khalid and several others
have been booked under the
Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act (UAPA), a
stringent anti-terror law,
accused of being the "master-
minds" of the riots which had
left 53 people dead and over
700 injured.

Arguing his bail plea before
Additional Sessions Judge
Amitabh Rawat, Pais said the
charge sheet was a fertile imag-
ination of the police, calling the
investigating officer (IO) a
scriptwriter who “literally
wrote a novel”.

“No recovery, not present
in Delhi, no violence attributed
to me, no traces of funding,”
Pais told the court while oppos-
ing Delhi Police's allegations
levelled against Khalid.

During the hearing, Pais
told the court, “Much after the
riots happened, they registered
the case, cooked up statements,
or simply matched CDR loca-
tion and if it matched with the
co-accused, they arrested me.”

Referring to the anti-CAA
protest, he further said, “Not a
single witness spoke that
women were exploited, that
there was a secular cover, etc.
In fact, you will see a number
of personalities who are edu-
cated, working in different
fields, associated with CAA.
Luckily they are not accused.

"In fact, the shoe is on the

other side. The protest was sec-
ular, the charge sheet is com-
munal.” Pais further said
that if Delhi Police was a fair
investigating agency, it would
not have attributed 'Tukde
Tukde' phrase from some other
case's charge sheet to the pre-
sent one.

"You have a political person
who speaks against the state
and you want to frame him. It
is a naked form of false impli-
cation. You have fabricated a
story to suit your narrative.
This man is innocent. He has
not done anything,” he added.

On allegations that Khalid
directed JNU student Sharjeel
Imam and others to block the
roads at Shaheen Bagh and
Muslim-dominated areas, Pais
submitted that while the pros-
ecution claimed that chakka
jam was equal to a terror act,
it is not an offence and has been
used by students, farmers, and
others while participating in
various agitations.

On the police's claims that
women were paid money to sit
at the protest site, he submitted,
"Has any of the women come
before you [police] to say that
money was given to them.
First of all, I take offense to this.
Don't they have their own say
to sit there and protest?" PTI
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Pollution monitoring agencies in the
national Capital alarmed citizens on

Tuesday as the expected share of stubble burn-
ing in Particulate Matter (PM) 2.5 is likely to
be in the range of 20 -30 per cent on Diwali
and post Diwali days.

While the overall Air Quality Index (AQI)
recorded a very poor category with 306 micro-
grams per cubic concentration of harmful
Suspended Particulate Matters (SPMs) on the
National Ambient Air Quality Index (NAAQI),
Delhi already faced a dangerous situation.

SAFAR, in its health bulletin also warned
people not to step out and avoid outdoor
activities. “Avoid all Physical activity outdoor
and move activities indoors. If asthematics,
keep relief medicine handy,” it said.

In short range air quality forecast impact
of stubble burning is expected to be low due
to unfavorable winds coming from south-
west and east direction. “Share of crop
residue bruning emission in PM 2.5 was six
percent with effective fore count 1795,”
“Prevailing shallow mixing layer height
reduces dispersion of pollutants. During 4th
- 6th November (Diwali day and the next two
days) expected share of stubble burning in
PM2.5, as predicted by SAFAR, is likely to be
in the range 2o percent and 38 percent.”

According to Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB), the AQI was 281 in morning,
Faridabad was tagged under very poor cate-
gory with 321, Ghaziabad -363, Greater
Noida -306 and Noida 301.

Najafgarh, Dwarka Sector 8, Anand
Vihar, R K Puram and Punjbai Bagh areas of
Delhi have been declared as red zones due to
high AQI values.

Meanwhile, values of harmful pollu-
tants – P M 10 and 2.5 were recorded 252 and
131 in micrograms per cubic.
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After the Delhi Legislative
Assembly's committee on 'Peace &

Harmony' asked Facebook India to
appear before it on
November 18, the
latter sought 14 days'
time from to make
the appearance and
furnish a statement.
In an email sent to
the Committee,
Facebook India  on Tuesday said that
it is selecting an appropriate officer for
it.

The Committee chaired by Delhi
Jal Board (DJB) Chief Raghav Chadha
had earlier decided to call upon
Facebook India to send an appropri-
ate senior representative to depose on
November 2 on the "role of social
media in curbing the spread of false
and malicious messages which can fan
disharmony and affect peace".

The committee is chaired by
Raghav Chadha.

The Delhi Assembly had sum-
moned Facebook India Director Ajit
Mohan to appear before the commit-
tee in February this year, against
which Facebook India had filed a peti-
tion in the Supreme Court.

The Committee requested
Facebook "to send a competent senior
representative(s) and the names/ des-
ignations of representative(s) can be
intimated through email before
October 31 at 4 pm or before."

Failure to send the representative
could lead to the initiation of pro-
ceedings for breach of privilege or con-
tempt of the Assembly, said the letter.
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Showing zero tolerance for air
pollution, Environment

Minister Gopal Rai Tuesday
instructed Delhi police and
SDMs to be vigilant 24 *7 to curb
pollution caused by firecrackers.
Delhi Police seized 12,957 kg of
crackers while 32 people have
been booked under the anti-
cracker campaign.

It is pivotal to mention here
that Delhi’s AQI slipped to a very
poor category.

“I urge you to celebrate
Diwali by lighting diyas. Diwali
is celebrated with diyas and pol-
lution is spread by firecrackers.
We have to celebrate Diwali
with great enthusiasm, but with
the same responsibility we have
to stop pollution. This pollution
can be stopped only when every
citizen of Delhi will contribute
towards saving the environment
by becoming a pollution warrior.
Only then can we rid the trou-
ble that the people of Delhi face
while breathing and we make
this Diwali better than ever
before,” Rai said.  

Rai, appealed to the masses
to celebrate the festival by

embracing tradition and elimi-
nating pollution.  “A special vig-
ilance campaign would be run in
the border area of Delhi so that
illegally, there is no purchase,
sale, movement, and storage of
firecrackers anywhere. In this
context, instructions have been
issued to Delhi Police and SDM
on behalf of DPCC today,” Rai
said.

The Delhi Government
started the ‘Patakhe Nahi, Diye
Jalao’ campaign on  October 27.

Various campaigns are being
run under the city administra-
tion like -  'Yuddh, Pradushan Ke
Virrudh’, the ‘Red Light On,
Gaadi Off ’.
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Following a major develop-
ment and due to the objec-

tion raised by local people and
various Resident Welfare
Associations (RWA), the dis-
trict administration of
Gurugram on Tuesday can-
celled permission to offer
Namaz at 8 designated places.

These locations include
Bengali Basti Sector-49, V-
Block DLF-III, Surat Nagar
Phase-1, Outside Khedi Majra
Vil lage,  On Dwarka
Expressway near Daulatabad
village, Sector-68 near vil-
lage Ramgarh, Near DLF
Square Tower and Village
Rampur to Nakhdola 
Road.

Apart from this, a com-
mittee has also been constitut-
ed by the Deputy
Commissioner Gurugram to
identify the places to offer
Namaz, in which Sub
Divisional Magistrate (SDM),
Assistant Commissioner of
Police (ACP), members of
Hindu/Muslim organization
and other social organizations
have been included.

This committee will decide
after talking to all the parties as

to which places to offer Namaz
in the future. While taking this
decision, care will be taken that
the local people do not face any
problem due to Namaz.

This committee will also
ensure that Namaz is not
offered on any road or public
place. Also, local people do not
have any objection while iden-
tifying the place for offering
Namaz and also take their
consent.

"Namaz can be offered
only at Idgah, Masjid or des-
ignated places. Due to the
decision taken by the com-
mittee in this matter, the
brotherhood and social har-
mony of both the organizations
should be maintained for
which the district administra-
tion is committed. For this the
cooperation of both the orga-
nizations is also required,"
Subhash Boken, spokesperson
of the Gurugram police said.
Both organizations are bound
to maintain law and order.
Consent from the administra-
tion is necessary for Namaz in
any public and open place.

"Special security arrange-
ments have been made by the
Gurugram Police in this regard
and the police are keeping a vigil
on it," Boken said.
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The Delhi Government will provide free
coaching for competitive exams to stu-

dents from a family earning less than eight
lac annually under Jai Bhim
Mukhyamnatri Pratibha Vikas Yojna,
Social Welfare Minister Rajendra Pal
Gautam said on Tuesday.

Besides free coaching to students,
Delhi Government will also provide trav-
el stipend amount of � 2,500 also.

Briefing media online, Gautam said
that under this scheme, meritorious stu-
dents belonging to SC/ST/OBC and EWS
categories receive free coaching from pri-
vate institutes for competitive exams such
as JEE, NEET, CLAT, Civil Services,
Banking, Railways, SSC among others.

“Consider the kids who are in school
and dream of becoming an engineer or a
doctor, or to join the air force or enter the
field of law; the kids who finish graduation
and aspire to give the Civil Services exam,
to become an IAS or IPS officer; the kids
who aspire to appear for the entrance tests
of banking or the railways. In recent years,
it has been observed that only the kids who
have received coaching are able to succeed
in such exams. The others, comparatively,
have not been able to succeed in them as
much,” he said

The scheme was created from the
SC/ST funds to support the children
belonging to the SC and ST communities.
In 2018 and 2019, around 5,000 children
were given the coaching they required and
many of them were able to clear the engi-
neering, medical and CLAT entrance
tests.
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In a shocking incident a
man allegedly set his broth-

er-in-law's two children and
maternal uncle on fire after
pouring petrol on them over
a marital dispute with his
wife on Tuesday afternoon in
the Pataudi area of  
Gurugram.

The trio has been admit-
ted to the Safdarjung Hospital
in Delhi in critical condition.
The entire incident was also
captured in the CCTV cam-
era installed in a nearby shop.

According to the police,
the man Rinku (28) a resident
of Rohtak had married Suman
of Pataudi around ten years
ago but due to a marital dis-

pute the couple was living
separately for the last seven
years and Suman along with
his 7-year-old son was living
in her maternal house. 

A legal dispute between
Suman and Rinku is also
reportedly pending in the
court.

On Tuesday afternoon, at
around 2.30 pm, Rinku
reached his wife's house car-
rying petrol in a bottle. At
that  t ime Suman's  two
nephews - four-year-old
Cheenu and eight-month-old
Maanvi - were playing outside
the house. 
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Accusing the BJP of
indulging in “corruption”,

AAP chief spokesperson and
MLA Saurabh Bhardwaj said
the graft resulted in a large part
of multi-level parking situated
at Green Park collapsing on
Tuesday.

Bhardwaj said that the

parking was inaugurated in
November 2020 in the Green
Park area at a cost of 18 crores,
and could not sustain for even
a year.

"It is a matter of immense
shame for both Delhi
Municipal Corporation and
Delhi BJP that a new parking
structure like this one could not
stay intact for even a year. The

accountability for this inci-
dent falls on Delhi BJP and all
the leaders in Delhi Municipal
Corporation who uphold the
rule of BJP," he said.

"We strongly condemn this
incident and want account-
ability to be taken so the cul-
prits receive the punishment
they deserve. BJP has brought
embarrassment to all the peo-

ple of Delhi. Accountability in
MCD works is the need of the
hour,” he added.

AAP senior MLA Somnath
Bharti tweeted about the inci-
dent saying, "Car platforms in
newly built Multilevel parking
by BJP ruled MCD in green
park have collapsed. Cars have
been damaged. People in trou-
ble."
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With the objective of giving
a boost to the Indian

defence industry, the
Government on Tuesday
cleared proposals worth over �
7,900 crores including 12 light
utility helicopters and naval
guns. All these weapon systems
will be manufactured within
the country.

The proposals costing �
7,965 crores were given the go-
ahead by the Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC)
chaired by Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh. The DAC is the
apex body for clearing pro-
posals put forward by the three
Services.

Giving details of the con-
tracts, defence ministry offi-
cials said here after the DAC
meeting, all the proposals (100
per cent) are under ‘Make in
India’ with focus on design,
development and manufac-
turing in India. They will
address the modernisation and
operational needs of the armed
forces.

In one of the big contracts,

the public sector aeronautical
conglomerate Hindustan
Aeronautics (HAL) will supply
12 light utility helicopters
including six each to the army
and the IAF.

These helicopters will
replace the ageing Chetak and
Cheetah helicopters now used
by the Army and IAF. In all, the
forces need more than 200
light utility helicopters.

The HAL-designed heli-
copters have passed the
mandatory flight tests in all
kinds of terrain and weather
conditions with more than
500 test flights.  The prototypes
flew in cold weather, hot
weather, sea-level and high
altitude complying with strin-
gent certification and user
requirements. The HAL is like-
ly to deliver the 12 helicopters
by late next year.

Besides its own indige-
nously designed three-ton light
utility helicopters, the HAL
may manufacture 200 Kamov
helicopters in collaboration
with Russia. While 60 of these
helicopters will be acquired off
the shelf, the HAL will manu-

facture the remaining 140 heli-
copters here. The deal is worth
over one billion dollars.

The other proposals given
the nod by the DAC included
Lynx U2 Fire Control System
from Bharat Electronics
Limited (BEL) which will
enhance the detection tracking
and engagement capabilities of
war ships. Mid Life upgrada-
tion of the Dornier Aircraft
from the HAL to increase the
naval capacity of maritime
reconnaissance and coastal
surveillance was also approved
by the DAC.

As a further impetus to
‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat,’ a glob-
al procurement case of naval
guns was foreclosed with these
guns’ quantity added to the
upgraded Super Rapid Gun
Mount (SRGM) being manu-
factured by Bharat Heavy
Electricals Limited (BHEL).

These SRGMs provide
niche capabilities of engaging
fast manoeuvring targets using
guided munitions and range
extensions and are to be fitted
on the warships.
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Health experts have cau-
tioned that any careless-

ness during the upcoming fes-
tivals could derail the gain
India has made as Covid-19 is
still present in the country
and in many parts of the world
and could become a reason for
the third wave of infection.
Moreover, as the cases of the
AY.4.2 variant, a sub-lineage of
the Delta variant of the coron-
avirus, have already been
reported in several States of the
country, the Covid-appropriate
behaviour is integral in fight-
ing the virus.

“People will venture out to
shop, meet relatives during
festivals. However, meeting
people during a short span of
time may lead to the spread of
infection. Besides, during
prayers or enjoying a meal
together, people forget to wear
a mask or don’t wear it correctly
and many forget to maintain
the physical distance. This
complacency in behaviour
could undo the country’s
efforts to curb the pandemic,”
pointed out Dr Ramji Singh,
director, AIIMS, Kalyani, West
Bengal.  

Dr Gitanjali Batmanabane,
director, AIIMS, Bhubaneswar

agreed saying that when the
infection spreads uncontrol-
lably, it gives the virus an
opportunity to mutate more.
“These mutations can change
its characteristics—it can
become less or more transmis-
sible or virulent. The only way
to contain the virus’ spread is
by following Covid Appropriate
Behaviour particularly during
festive celebration,”

Dr Nitin Nagarkar, director
AIIMS, Raipur recalled that
early this year, the cases had
gone down early this year only
to shoot up in April as people
had let their guard down. “In
February, the country was
reporting around 8,000 cases,
but as soon as individuals and
communities became compla-
cent, the cases surged alarm-
ingly. I urge people to remain
cautious and to follow Covid
Appropriate Behaviour, no
matter what. People should
keep wearing a mask and avoid
crowding even while celebrat-
ing festivities.” 

Social gatherings of all
kinds including during the fes-
tival seasons, cautions Dr
Sarman Singh, director, AIIMS,
Bhopal, could turn into a
spreader event if precautions
are ignored.

“People must be careful

while participating in gather-
ings or while going to any
crowded market areas. But
that does not mean that you
cannot celebrate the festivals
together. Technology has
empowered us to remain emo-
tionally and socially connect-
ed through virtual mediums.”  

Dr Saurabh Varshney,
director, AIIMS Deogarh con-
tended that unless people act
responsibly, it is impossible to
defeat the deadly SARS-Cov-2.
“If we want to go back to nor-
mal in the near future, we need
to impose self-restrictions, and
the most important is to avoid
socialising during festivals. If
we can limit our social gath-
ering for a few months till the
time a large proportion of our
population gets inoculated, we
can successfully create a deter-
rent against spread of infection
to a large extent,” he says.

“In case it is essential and
unavoidable, one has to follow
physical distance, wear a mask
and maintain hand hygiene.” 

The experts said that the
vaccine provides over 95 per-
cent protection against severe
disease and hospitalization,
which means post-vaccina-
tion, most cases of Covid
would be mild or asympto-
matic.
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With several  States
reopening primary and

secondary schools adhering
to Covid protocols after a gap
of almost 18 months, the
Centre on Tuesday reviewed
the situation for the normal
restoration of the school edu-
cation system which suffered
for almost two full academic
sessions and online education
became the norm.

Giving utmost priority
to the safety of the children.
Union Education Minister
Dharmedra Pradhan, who
convened the meeting to
review the status of school
reopening, also sought the
status of vaccination of teach-
ers and non-teaching staff
across the country.

As per data shared by the
Education Ministry, over 92
per cent of 
teaching staff have been vac-
cinated. In the institutions
under the Central
Government, over 96 per
cent of teaching staff have
been vaccinated against
Covid. 

The Government had
prioritised the vaccination

of teaching and non-teaching
staff in schools to ensure a
safe environment for reopen-
ing schools. A majority of
States like Delhi, Bihar,
Punjab have already opened
the schools for all the class-
es.

Ministry officials said
Pradhan has been regularly
monitoring the vaccination
progress of teaching staff and
non-teaching staff to ensure
enabling environment for
schools to move towards
reopening. He stressed upon
the need to restore normalcy
and vibrancy in the educa-
tional institutions in wake of
rapid vaccination at scale
happening in the country.

“Reviewed the vaccina-
tion progress of teaching and
non-teaching personnel of
schools, institutions and skill
centres associated with the
education and skilling ecosys-
tem,” Pradhan said on
Twitter.

“With rapid vaccination
at-scale in the country, we are
looking at a future with
restored normalcy and
vibrancy in our schools and
other educational and skilling
institutions,” he added.
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Vice President M Venkaiah
Naidu on Tuesday called

upon the people to give mean-
ing to the words in our pre-
amble to the Constitution of
India. Describing the Indian
constitution as a visionary doc-
ument that reflects the core val-
ues of India, Naidu said it
ensures fundamental rights to
citizens while reminding them
of certain fundamental duties.

“In the preamble to our
constitution, we have solemn-
ly resolved to constitute India
into a sovereign, socialist, sec-
ular, democratic republic and
to secure to all its citizens:
Justice, Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity. This is what India is
all about,” he added.

Addressing the participants
of the 61st National Defence
College (NDC) course on the
topic “India’s National Core
Values, Interests and
Objectives”, the Vice President
said peaceful co-existence,
global development and envi-
ronmental protection are the
key elements of India’s values.

He said India’s interests
and objectives are guided by its
universal vision enunciated
and practised over the last
many centuries. He said “We
should not lose sight of these
objectives as we move forward
to shape the India we are
dreaming of.” Naidu stressed
the need for Indians to recog-
nise their inner strengths and
build upon them. He empha-

sised the need to be resilient,
self-reliant and self-confident.

He said unlike other old
civilisations that perished with
time, the Indian civilisation
survived foreign invasions
because of its values, culture,
heritage and traditions. Naidu
said Indians believe in the
spirit of ‘Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam’ which means
‘The whole world is one fami-
ly’ and have always propagat-
ed for universal brotherhood
and advocated for peaceful co-
existence with others. 

Noting that the Indian civ-
ilization has always prayed for
the wellbeing of the entire
world, Naidu said since time
immemorial, India has shared
its knowledge,  skills and prac-
tices with the rest of the world
so that others too can reap ben-
efits. He said, “From zero to
yoga, India’s contribution to
various fields, underpinned by
the virtue of ‘share and care’, has
been immense.” 

Pointing to the emergence
of negative forces threatening
to retard the progress of the
nation, the Vice President said,
“We have to prepare our
defences to defeat these
destructive forces. We cannot
ignore the threat of terrorism,
insurgency and de-stabilizing
rhetoric of hatred and big-
otry.”
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Embracing the possibilities of
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

in governance can help in
devising better policies and
predict challenges earlier.
Focused on this thought, the
National eGovernance Division
(NeGD) under the Ministry of
Electronics and IT (MeitY)
organised an AI Pe Charcha
(AI Dialogue) last week where-
in the panelists discussed the
importance of data-driven and
AI-enabled governance along
with the global best practices.

The session had speakers
from diverse backgrounds lead-
ing to an engaging session for
Government officials, AI
enthusiasts, AI practitioners,
youth, and those who want to
understand the implementa-
tion aspects of AI. The eminent
panelists spoke about the
importance of using the right
data and how different gov-
ernments around the world
have employed AI to stand-
alone departments and
processes for devising prudent
policies.

In his opening remarks,
Abhishek Singh, President and
CEO, NeGD noted that there
are ample amount of case stud-
ies from around the world on
the use of AI in the fields of
Healthcare, Agriculture,

Skilling, Manufacturing etc.
“What is needed is that such
solutions become more ubiq-
uitous and benefit people more
and more,” he said.

The keynote speaker at the
session, Dr. Martin Klein,
Global General Manager,
Public Services, SAP, Walldorf,
Germany, shared his views on
AI for Public Sector, Defence &
Security, Postal Services, Future
Cities.  Rahul Lodhe, Senior
Director, Engineering, Head of
SAP Artificial Intelligence
Foundation, India gave a pre-
sentation & demo of AI driven
solutions like Covid-19 City-
scale simulator and Logistic
modelling, Complex
Document extraction to
Government Resource
Planning Systems and
Intelligent Accounting
Automation –Invoice, Receipt,
Accounts Reconciliation using
Machine Learning. 
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With every 1 degree
Celsius increase in daily

mean temperature, there is
an almost 1 per cent increase
in renal disease, with those
most impacted being women,
children under 4 years of age
and those 80+ years of age,
said a first of its kind world
largest study,   ringing  alarm
bell as the countries face
threats of climate change.

The study published in
The Lancet Regional Health –
Americas journal, for the first
time quantifies the risk and
attributable burden for hospi-
talizations of renal diseases
related to ambient temperature
using daily hospital admission
data from 1816 cities in Brazil.

It revealed that 7.4 per
cent of all hospitalisations for
renal disease can be attributed
to an increase in temperature.

In Brazil – where the study was
focused – this equated to more
than 202,000 cases of kidney
disease from 2000-2015. The
study looked at a total of
2,726,886 hospitalizations for
renal diseases recorded during
the study period.

The study, led by Professor
Yuming Guo and Dr Shanshan
Li, from Planetary Health at
Monash University comes as
the world focuses on the
impact of climate change at the
COP26 conference in Glasgow
from 31 October.

In 2017, a landmark arti-
cle in The 
Lancet declared renal diseases
a global public health concern,
estimating that almost 2.6 mil-
lion deaths were attributable to
impaired kidney function that
year. Importantly the inci-
dence of death from kidney
disease had risen 26.6 per
cent compared to a decade

previously, an increase that
this study may indicate was, in
part, caused by climate change.

According to Professor
Guo, for every 1°C increase in
daily mean temperature,  there
is an almost 1 per cent increase
in renal disease, with those
most impacted being women,
children under 4 years of age
and those 80+ years of age.

The associations 
between temperature and
renal diseases were largest on
the day of the exposure to
extreme temperatures but
remained for 1–2 days post-
exposure.

In the paper the authors –
who are also from the
University of Sao Paulo –
argue that the study “provides
robust evidence that more
policies should be developed
to prevent heat-related hospi-
talisations and mitigate climate
change.”
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History continued to repeat
itself in Bengal even as

principal Opposition party BJP
on Tuesday suffered an embar-
rassing defeat at the hands of the
ruling Trinamool Congress con-
ceding all the four Assembly
seats that went to polls on
October 30 by-elections.

The saffron outfit not only
lost all the four Assembly seats
--- including the two it had won
in April-May State polls --- to
the TMC but it also forfeited
deposits in all but one seat of
Shantipur in Nadia district.
Even here the party lost to the
Trinamool by a whopping mar-
gin of about 64,000 votes.

TMC’s Braja Kishor
Goswami won Shantipur defeat-
ing his nearest BJP rival
Niranjan Das. Shantipur was
earlier won by BJP’s Jagannath
Sarkar an MP who later chose to
retain his parliamentary seat. Up
in North Bengal the BJP’s Ashok
Mondal lost the Dinhata seat to
TMC’s Udayan Guha by a huge
margin of 1.64 lakh votes.
Dinhata is the home turf of
Union Home Minister of State
Nisith Pramanik (and Cooch
Behar MP) who had contested
from the seat in April-May elec-
tions defeating Guha by 53
votes before choosing to retain

his Parliamentary seat. “How the
Home Minister performed is
proved by the fact that his party
trailed the TMC by 95 votes
from his home booth,” said
Cooch Behar TMC leader and
former Minister RN Ghosh. 

Near to Kolkata the TMC
candidate and State Minister
Sobhandeb Chattopadhyay won
the Khardaha seat in North 24
Parganas by a huge margin of
93,800 votes. He defeated BJP’s
Joy Saha.

Further south near the
Sunderbans TMC’s Subrata
Mondal won the Gosaba
Assembly seat defeating BJP’s
Palash Rana by a huge margin
of 1.97 lakh votes.

Even as the TMC continued
to shatter records of winning
margins --- leading the opposi-
tion to level charges of rigging
--- percentage of votes showed
TMC getting an absurd 84 per-
cent vote in Dinhata, 87 percent
in Gosaba, 74 percent in
Khardaha and 55 percent in
Shantipur. Compared to the
ruling party the BJP polled 11
percent vote in Dinhata, 13
percent in Gosaba, 10 percent in
Khardaha and 23 percent in
Shantipur.

Over all percentage of
polling saw the TMC getting 75
percent votes leaving the BJP
with just about 14 per cent. The

Left Front clambered up
improving upon its earlier per-
centage of secured votes by get-
ting 7 percent votes. In the
State polls the TMC had secured
48 percent votes while the BJP
got 38 percent and the Left had
got about 5.5 per cent votes.

While Sobhandeb
Chattopadhyay attributed his
party’s victory to the “magic of
Mamata Banerjee” the Bengal
Chief Minister congratulating
the people and the Trinamool
Congress for its “stupendous vic-
tory” tweeted “This victory is
people's victory, as it shows
how Bengal will always choose
development and unity over
propaganda and hate politics.

With people's blessings, we
promise to continue taking
Bengal to greater heights!”

A visibly listless BJP lead-
ership however blamed “ram-
pant rigging and cold terror and
threats” for their loss. 

“What can we say … if the
situation in which we are now
continues no party will be able
to win in Bengal … because
where the voters are threatened
by the night not to venture out
during the polls and where their
votes are cast by the cadres you
cannot do anything but sit as
silent spectators,” a dejected BJP
national vice president Dilip
Ghosh said.
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Following registration of an
FIR by the Jammu &

Kashmir police against the for-
mer BJP MLC Vikram
Randhawa for making deroga-
tory remarks and hurting the
religious sentiments of mem-
bers belonging to the majority
community, the state unit of
Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP)
Tuesday relieved him from all
the party posts/responsibili-
ties.

"Disciplinary Proceedings
have been initiated against
Vikram Randhwa State
Secretary Jammu & Kashmir
Union Territory in reference to
making of reckless and defam-
atory remarks against particu-
lar community and woman
folk", a statement issued by the
media cell of J&K BJP stated . 

Randhawa was earlier

served show cause notice late
Monday evening by the
Disciplinary committee of the
party as the statements made
by him had created furore
hurting religious sentiments
of a particular community.

The action was initiated
against Randhawa by the J&K
BJP Unit chief, Ravinder Raina,
after  a disciplinary committee
headed by Sunil Sethi in its
interim report  recommended
relieving him immediately
from all the party posts/
responsibilities.

In its report Sunil Sethi
had also claimed that the reck-
less statements made by
Vikram Randhawa  had a huge
impact and brought bad name
to the party.

Several protests rocked dif-
ferent parts of Jammu region
seeking immediate arrest of
Randhawa. 
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Son of a doctor couple from
Jammu, Tanmay Gupta, has

scripted a golden history by
cracking the prestigious NEET
2021 examination by securing
100 per cent marks.

Tanmay stood at All India
Rank 1 along with two other
students from Telangana and
Maharatshtra.

All three candidates
secured 720 out of 720 marks.

Soon after the NEET 2021
results were announced late
Monday evening, a large num-
ber of family friends and close
relatives converged at their
residence to celebrate the
momentous occasion.  

Tanmay's grandfather was
full of pride. He credited
Tanmay's success to all his
hardwork and focussed
approach.His parents claimed,
Tanmay is our role model. He
is always focussed and never
compromises with his goals till
they are achieved. 

LG Manoj Sinha in his
congratulatory message wrote
,"Congratulations to Tanmay
Gupta from Jammu who cre-
ated history in NEET 2021 with
hard work &
determination.The national
topper with 720 marks,Tanmay
is the pride of J&K. It is a great
achievement & the whole J&K
is proud of you.Also,my best
wishes to all successful students
from J&K".

Tanmay himself, speaking
to a battery of reporters, shared
his success mantra.

Tanmay said,“If I can
achieve this, everyone from
J&K can achieve this; the only
thing we need is to think out-
side the box and be consistent
in our efforts". Initially I used
to study for an average of 4-5
hours and on holidays I extend-
ed the schedule as per my
requirement.

Tanmay's eventful journey
started more than two years
ago. After he cracked his class
10th examination by securing

100 percent marks in
Mathematics and Sciences his
father, Dr Akshay Gupta, cur-
rently serving as Professor and
Head of Orthodontics at Indira
Gandhi Government Dental
College,Jammu convinced his
wife Dr Shivali Gupta, herself
a dentist, to shift him to Delhi
for his Higher Secondary stud-
ies. The parents wanted to
provide a stimulating environ-
ment to their only son to
achieve his goals in life. During
the Covid-19 pandemic
Tanmay focussed on his stud-
ies and stayed away from
social media platforms.

Tanmay said, "It is more
important to be consistent
in our studies than to
increase the number of
hours.  I always had a tar-
get for each day and when
I accomplished that it used
to give me a sense of pride.
He credited his success to all
his teachers, parents, grand-
parents who stood behind
him during these years.  
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Curtain is all set to come
down in the infamous

“diplomatic gold smuggling
case” as Kerala High Court on
Tuesday granted bail to prime
accused Swapna Suresh and P
S Sarith. Along with Swapna,
five others who were arrested
in connection with charges of
gold smuggling (Mohammed
Shafi, AM Jalal, KT Ramees,
KT Sharafudeen and
Mohammed Ali) too walked
away to freedom.   

A Division Bench consist-
ing of judges K Vinod
Chandran and C Jayachandran
granted bail to Swapna, Sarith
and others with a condition to
furnish a bond of � 25 lakh and
two solvent sureties. It was
known during the hearing
stage itself that the “accused”
would be granted bail as the
investigating agency failed to

furnish sufficient evidence to
keep them in prison for long.  

Swapna, a former staff of
the office of the Consulate
General of the UAE at
Thiruvananthapuram and her
associate Sarith were arrested in
2020 July from Bangalore by
the National Investigation
Agency in connection with
the alleged smuggling of gold
through the diplomatic chan-
nel in Thiruvananthapuram
International Airport.

Sandeep Nair, another
accused in the case had walked
out of the jail following the
granting of bail to him by the
High Court. The trio were
slapped with various charges
under COFEPOSA and UAPA
in the  first ever gold smuggling
case that was probed by the
NIA.

The case had created a lot
of controversy because of the
alleged involvement of senior

bureaucrats in the office of the
Chief Minister’s Office. M
Sivsankar, Principal Secretary
to Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan was arrested and was
imprisoned for nearly three
months for his alleged liaison
with Swapna, Sarith and
Sandeep Nair.

Interestingly, the NIA or
the Enforcement Directorate
that probed the case could not
lay their hands on anybody in
the UAE Consulate. Two diplo-
matic staff in the consulate
escaped to UAE with the “offi-
cial connivance” of powers that
be in New Delhi. The NIA
could not make any progress in
the probe despite investigators
visiting the oil kingdom  in
search of the master brains
behind the scam.

In February 2021, a bench
of Judges A Hariprasad  and
MR Anitha of the Kerala High
Court had ruled that  the mere

act of gold smuggling, covered
under the Customs Act, will
not amount to a "terrorist act"
under the provisions of the
Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act unless the same is done
with the intention to threaten
the economic security of the
nation. This meant that gold
smuggling with mere profit
motive will not fall within the
ambit of UAPA.

The NIA, Customs and
ED could not furnish any con-
crete details about gold smug-
gling despite the Court
adjourning the case a dozen
times to facilitate the former to
file evidences. 

The diplomatic smuggling
of gold was the lead issue in the
2021 assembly election in
Kerala with the BJP leadership
taunting the CMO and Cliff
House (official residence of
the Chief Minister) as a den of
smuggling.  
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Targeting Mumbai unit chief of Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB) Sameer Wankhede

yet again, Maharashtra Minister and senior NCP
leader Nawab Malik on Tuesday accused
Wankhede of "enjoying" a lavish lifestyle from
the proceeds of extortion money.

Talking to media persons here, Malik
claimed that Wankhede was  seen wearing shoes
worth �2 lakh, shirts and T-shirts that cost more
than �50,000 and �30,000, respectively, and had
watches worth �20 lakh.

"How can an honest and upright officer
afford such expensive clothes? He extorts crores
of rupees by wrongly framing people and uses
money for his lavish lifestyle. If this is the liv-
ing of an honest officer, we wish it for the whole
country," the minister said. Malik charged that
Wankhede had “a private army”—led by his sis-
ter Yasmeen Wankhede – that “frames people
over drug charges and extorts money”.

"I am sharing a WhatsApp chat with you...
In these chats, lady-don Yasmeen Wankhede is
talking to a person arrested over drugs. She is
sharing her visiting card and address. Why is the
sister of the NCB officer communicating with
a drug accused?,” Malilk asked.

Meanwhile, Wankhede has denied Malik’s
fresh allegations against him and his sister,
terming them as “false”.  He said that a drug ped-
dler had approached his sister, Yasmeen
Wankhede, for legal representation. "A (drug)
peddler named Salman had approached my sis-
ter. But, she told him doesn't take up NDPS
cases, so she sent him back. Salman tried to trap
us via a middleman. He was arrested and is in
jail. False allegations being levelled by sharing

his WhatsApp chat," news agency ANI quoted
Wankhede as saying.

"The middleman tried to trap us... had given
a false complaint earlier this year to Mumbai
Police. But nothing came out of it. After that,
peddlers like Salman were used to trap my fam-
ily. Such attempts are going on... the drug mafia
is behind this," Wankhede said.

Alluding to Malik’s charge about his “lav-
ish lifestyle”, Wankhede said the NCP leader’s
claims were based on rumours. "As far as my
expensive clothes are concerned, it is just a
rumour. He (Malik) does not have knowledge,"
he said.

Wankhede’s name has figured in the alle-
gations made by made by “panch witness” in the
mid-sea bust case Prabhakar Sail against an
accused Kiran Gosavi, who is also a “witness”
in the case,  in an affidavit dated October 23.

Sail’s sensational affidavit dated October 23,
it may be recalled, had caused considerable
embarrassment to the anti-drug agency, prompt-
ing the NCB to launch a vigilance inquiry against
Wankhede. The Mumbai police are looking into
allegations made by Sail.  

In his sensational affidavit released to the
media on Sunday,  Sail made a sensational claim
about an alleged �8 crore extortion attempt made
in the mid-sea drug bust case. Sail has also said
that Wankhede’s colleague had taken his signa-
tures on 10 blank papers.

Among other things, Sail has alleged in his
affidavit  that he “overheard” Kiran Gosavi, for
whom he works as a personal bodyguard” and
who is also an “independent” witness in the case,
while talking one Sam D’Souza, as saying: "you
put a bomb of �25 crore, let's settle for � 18 crore
and give 8 crore to Sameer Wakhende”.
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Lieutenant Governor Jammu
& Kashmir Manoj Sinha

Tuesday dismissed Feroz
Ahmad Lone, Deputy
Superintendent,Jail and Javaid
Ahmad Shah, Principal,
Government Girls Higher
Secondary School, Bijbehara,
Anantnag from services with
immediate effect.

The duo were dismissed
over their alleged terror links.

According to the order
issued by the General
Administration department,
"the Lieutenant Governor is
satisfied after considering the
facts and circumstances of the
case and on the basis of the
information available that the
activities of Feroz Ahmad Lone,
Deputy Superintendent, Jail
S/o Abdul Gaffar Lone R/o
Futlipora, Chrari Sharief,
Budgam and Javid Ahmad
Shah, Principal, Government
Girls Higher Secondary School,
Bijbehara, Anantnag are such
as to warrant their dismissal
from service".

The Lieutenant
Governor is satisfied under
sub-clause (c) of the provi-
so to clause (2) of Article
311 of the Constitution of
India that in the interest of
the security of the State, it
is not expedient to hold an
enquiry in the case of  Feroz
Ahmad Lone and Javid
Ahmad. Accordingly, the
Lieutenant Governor dis-
missed them from  their
services, with immediate
effect.    
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In a significant development that sent shock waves through the
ruling Maha Vikas Aghadi, the Income Tax (IT) department

on Tuesday attached provisionally �1,000 crore worth property
linked to Maharashtra Deputy Chief Minister and senior NCP
leader Ajit Pawar and his family.

The five properties that were attached provisionally  includ-
ed: Nirmal Tower (�25 crore) at Nariman Point in south Mumbai,
Jarandeshwar  cooperative sugar factory (� 600 crore), a flat in
South Delhi (�20 crore) and a resort in Goa (�250 crore). The
Nirmal Tower property is purportedly owned by Ajit Pawar’s son
Parth Pawar. 

The IT department has given 90 days’ time to prove that these
properties have not been purchased through unaccounted 
money.  Former BJP MP Kirit Somaiya, who has been targeting
the leaders of MVA on their unaccounted assets, tweeted: “Income
Tax authorities have attached Ajit Pawar's son Parth Pawar's
Nirmal Tower officer and that of his mother, wife, sisters and
in-laws”.

NCP chief spokesperson and State minority affairs Minister
Nawab Malik slammed Somaiya by saying that it was wrong on
the latter's part to link relatives' properties with that of Pawar.
“All this is being done to harass the MVA Government and its
leaders,” he said. 

Dubbing the IT action as “politically motivated”, NCP chief
Sharad Pawar’s grand-nephew and MLA Rohit Pawar said that
his uncle had already clarified last month in detail on the issue.  

The IT action that came on the heels of its officials raiding
a a group of middlemen and certain individuals some of whom
are linked to Ajitdada—as Ajit Pawar is known in the state polit-
ical circles.

In the raids on 25 residential and 15 official premises that
began on September 23 and continued till October 7, the IT offi-
cials had found unaccounted transactions worth 
�184 crore. 

Also being searched during the raids were permanent suites
booked in a five-star hotel in south Mumbai.  
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Kochi: The Crime Branch wing
of the Kerala police on Tuesday
registered a case against two
doctors of Kalamassery
Medical college here for
allegedly threatening a minor
girl, who has lodged a sexual
abuse complaint against self-
styled antiques dealer Monson
Mavunkal who is now under
arrest for several cheating cases
in the State. 

Police said the case was
registered on the basis of the
complaint filed by the victim
with the Kalamassery police
station.        "The girl, in her
complaint, said that the doctors
locked her up in a room and

threatened her. We have regis-
tered a case based on her state-
ment," a senior crime branch
official told PTI.

The girl, in her complaint,
also mentioned that she was
asked inappropriate questions
during the medical examina-
tion which was held last week.

However, the Kalamassery
Medical College authorities
said that they followed the
procedure in medically exam-
ining a rape victim and closing
the door was part of that
process.

Police had on October 19
registered a case against
Mavunkal for allegedly sexual-

ly abusing a minor girl for the
last two years.        

The case, registered under
the Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences Act
(POCSO), was handed over to
the Crime Branch special inves-
tigation team which is probing
all the allegations against
Mavunkal.

A native of Cherthala,
Mavunkal who claims to be in
possession of rare and historic
antiques, was arrested late
September by the Crime
Branch wing probing com-
plaints against the dealer of
having swindled �10 crore
from several people. PTI

Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala
recorded 6,444 fresh Covid-19
cases and 187 related deaths
which raised the caseload to
49,80,398 and the fatalities to
32,236, the State Government
said on Tuesday.

With 8,424 more people
recovering from the virus since
Monday, the total recoveries
touched 48,72,930 and the
active cases reached 74,618, an
official press release said.

Of the 187 deaths, 45 were
reported over the last few days,
87 were those which were not
confirmed until June 18 last
year due to lack of adequate
documentation and 55 were
designated as Covid deaths
after receiving appeals based on
the new guidelines of the
Centre and Supreme Court
directions, the release said. 

As many as 64,999 sam-
ples were tested in the last 24
hours.        Among the 14 dis-
tricts, Thiruvananthapuram
recorded the highest with 990
cases followed by Ernakulam
(916) and Thrissur 
(780).  PTI

Lucknow: The Railways on
Tuesday changed the name of
Faizabad Junction Railway
Station to Ayodhya Cantt with
immediate effect. Earlier last
month, the Uttar Pradesh
Government had decided to
rename the Faizabad railway
station.

It is notified for the infor-
mation of the general public that
the name of Faizabad (FD)
Railway Station in Lucknow
Division of Northern Railway
has been changed to Ayodhya
Cantt (station code: AYC) with
immediate effect, Northern
Railway PRO Dipak Kumar
said here on Tuesday. A tweet by
the Chief Minister's Office had
said Faizabad station will be
called the Ayodhya Cantt rail-
way station. In another tweet,
the CMO had said the Centre
too has granted its consent to
the decision and Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath has given the
green signal to issue a notifica-
tion in this regard.
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political agenda. Despite loom-
ing political instability and an
immediate emergency chal-
lenge of COVID-19, Oli
ensured that the age-old ‘small
state’ card was put to use
against India. Traditionally,
India and Nepal have resolved
their misunderstandings
through well-established bilat-
eral diplomatic channels at the
Foreign Secretary-level, but
Oli was least interested in
using confidence-building
measures. From 2015 onwards,
Oli had left no stone unturned
in creating an anti-India nar-
rative and sponsoring anti-
India social media tool kits like
#BackOffIndia and
#GoBackIndia.

Asserting Against
Chinese Encroachment: Oli
had willingly ignored reports
on China’s border encroach-
ment of Nepalese territories in
2020. While Nepal’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs had been
late in responding to India’s
calls for border talks, Oli was
too quick to refute allegations
against China. The Nepalese
media had taken up the issue
of border encroachment by
China after the Chinese side
had reportedly built 11 build-
ings in a remote part of Humla
district that Nepal claims as its
own territory.

Against this, Nepal’s
Foreign Ministry stated that
“the Department of Survey,
Government of Nepal, based
on the official records, reports

of the joint field inspection
and boundary maps, has ver-
ified and confirmed that the
said buildings are not located
within the Nepali territory”.
However, the current admin-
istration has taken up the
matter with all seriousness. On
September 1, 2021, Nepal’s
Home Minister Bal Krishna
Khand had formed a commit-
tee to study the border issue
with China. The committee
included the Deputy Director-
General of the Survey
Department, the Senior
Superintendent of Nepal
Police, SSP of the Armed
Force Nepal and Joint Director
of the National Investigation
Department. The committee
had submitted its report with-
in 25 days, on September 26,
despite geographical difficul-
ties in the border region.

As per the recommenda-
tions of the committee, “it has
been found that the Chinese
side has put up wires and fenc-
ing in the Nepali territory”.
Additionally, “the Chinese
side was also trying to build a
permanent canal 145 metres
inside the Nepali territory.
Accordingly, it wanted to build
a road. After Nepal’s Armed
Police Force’s objections, the
structures were destroyed and
the covered rubble was visible.”
Noteworthy, the 1963
Boundary Protocol identify
the area from pillar number 5
(2) to the middle of the Kit
Khola as the international

border between Nepal and
China. China has reportedly
fenced the area.

Hence, these encroach-
ments by China violate the
agreement. It shows that KP
Oli had compromised in the
matters of national security to
achieve his political mandate.
Nepal’s Home Ministry
intends to take the matter with
China through diplomatic
channels. Amidst this, China’s
unease with the change in
Government in Nepal has
been wide open. Within days
of Prime Minister Deuba’s
appointment, Chinese State
media had tagged him as a
“pro-India” leader.

Conclusion: Under-
standably, Sher Bahadur
Deuba has a short-term spell
at hand as the Prime Minister,
but these little steps in
revamping Nepal’s foreign
policy priorities will help to fill
the vacuum left behind by KP
Oli. On the other hand,
although Nepal has taken the
matter of China’s border
enthronement very late, it is
better late than never. The
incumbent administration
must ensure that China
respects the sovereignty and
freedom of Nepal by not
allowing the latter to micro-
manage Nepal’s political
affairs.

(The author is a Research
Assistant with the Vivekananda
International Foundation. The
views expressed are personal.)
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Sir — The recent approval given to the
Indian made COVID-19 vaccine Covaxin
by Australia is a welcome gesture. In
what’s being termed as ‘vaccine discrim-
ination’, many countries gave travel
approval to people who are administered
vaccines manufactured in developed
western countries. India raised this con-
cern several times, on several platforms.
And slowly and steadily, the indigenous
vaccines are finally able to clinch the offi-
cial nod from various countries. However,
the approval from many other countries
is still awaited. Indian vaccines are not
being considered at par with their west-
ern counterparts. They are neither glob-
ally recognised, nor are they considered
equated to Pfizer and others. 

The vaccine equity is yet to be
achieved. Countries must follow the
words of Nelson Mandela, “It's only
impossible, until it is done”. If any one of
us deliberately halts vaccine equity, it is
only mankind's loss. We must come for-
ward for global support for every single
vaccine which is saving lives. The label of
developed and developing must be kept
aside when it comes to vaccines. More
nations must support the genuine efforts
of Bharat Biotech and Serum Institute of
India, by giving official nods to their 
vaccine takers to freely travel the world.  

Kirti Wadhawan | Kanpur
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Sir — The Indian cricket team is facing
a now-or-never situation in the T20 World
Cup currently underway in the United
Arab Emirates. If the first match against
Pakistan was a disaster, the second one
was equally disappointing. Captain coura-
geous Kohli made a mess of the captain-
cy in both the matches and his team selec-
tion was totally faulty. As the selection
panel gave a nod to seasoned spinner R
Ashwin, the captain made it a point not
to extend a chance to the star players.
Ashwin has proved crucial against left-
handers and accounted the opening bats-
men with his nagging spin, that too, with
the new ball. The dislike of the captain
proved to be a downfall of the Indian

team. In the first match against Pakistan,
we could not dislodge the openers and in
the second match, an eight wicket defeat
took away our chances at this year’s World
Cup. Now only a miracle can save the day
for India. If our batting was pathetic,
bowling was disastrous. However, we
must stand by the team as cricket is a
game of uncertainties and wins and loss-
es should not drive us so badly that we
start spineless trolling and of our own
players. 

MR Jayanthy | Mumbai
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Sir — The re-election of INLD’s Abhay
Chautala from the Ellenabad Assembly
constituency has again put forth the
need to change the byelections frame-
work. He had earlier resigned from the
post in “solidarity” with the farmers who
were protesting against the three con-
tentious farm laws. However, he went on
to contest the byelections held on
Saturday and ended up winning. The

question arises why did he resign in the
first place if he was anyway going to fill
his nomination? What does he actual-
ly want to prove by first resigning and
now by contesting? He just put the bur-
den on the State’s exchequer, thereby
wasting the taxpayer’s money. 

The Election Commission of India
must come forward to stop such activi-
ties by public representatives. Even our
neighbouring country, Pakistan, which is
considered a haven for terrorists, has a
much better electoral process. Bypolls are
not contested in Pakistan, and in case of
death of a sitting leader, the runner-up is
nominated for the vacant seat, thereby
controlling the misuse of Government
machinery. India should also take con-
crete steps in this regard and make sure
that bypolls are not used by political par-
ties and their leaders for political mileage.

Navneet Seth | Sangrur
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Amid the gloom and pes-
simism in India-Nepal
relations in the past five
years, the two coun-

tries seem to be moving towards
a reset in bilateral ties. Since tak-
ing office in July 2021, Prime
Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba,
along with his Cabinet members,
has been making efforts to reach
out to the leadership in India and
resume the talks in several sectors,
including railways trade,
hydropower, culture and
COVID-19. In reciprocation,
India has also welcomed the
Nepalese rapprochement.

Among immediate efforts in
resuming the talks, India has
assured the supply of COVID-19
vaccines to Nepal as it prepares to
lift the ban on the export of vac-
cines. In terms of political
exchanges, a special delegation of
the ruling Nepali Congress Party
arrived in New Delhi on October
8. The delegation held meetings
with External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar and BJP president JP
Nadda. The delegation’s visit
comes in the backdrop of the visit
of Vijay Chauthaiwale, who heads
the foreign affairs department of
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
to Kathmandu in August this year.

Chauthaiwale’s visit to Nepal
was among the various efforts of
the ruling BJP in improving ties
with India’s neighbourhood,
including in Nepal. In the 2014
and 2019 election manifestos, the
BJP categorically mentioned
‘Neighbourhood First” as India’s
foreign policy vehicle to improve
ties with its neighbours. While the
Government-to-Government
level interactions are ongoing, the
BJP has been an ardent advocate
of the party-level interactions in
reaching out to India’s neighbours
to promote cooperation, cohe-
sion, democracy, and human
rights.

The Backdrop: From
September 2015, bilateral rela-
tions between India and Nepal
have touched a new low due to an
ultra-nationalist outlook sported
by former Prime Minister KP
Sharma Oli concerning the
Constitution, and the border dis-
pute with India. These issues had
become the only issues of promi-
nence for KP Oli as it served his
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Will VK Sasikala,
close aide of late
Tamil Nadu chief

minister J Jayalalithaa unite
AIADMK or divide it?  The
question dogs the party. The
controversial leader, who
announced that she would
not dabble in politics six
months ago, has been making
waves in the past few days.
'Chinnamma", as she is called,
has come back to politics with
a punchy slogan "Naam
Ondraaga Vendum;
Kazhagam Vendraaga
Vendum' (We have to be one,
and we must win). 

Her argument is that the
party should have one leader
at the top. Presently there are
two leaders steering the party.
She indicates that she is ready
to take over.

As the AIADMK slipped

into its golden jubilee year on
October 17, Sasikala, who was
removed as the party's inter-
im general secretary four
years ago, revealed her polit-
ical plan. She vowed to regis-
ter a massive win for the party
in the 2024 Lok Sabha elec-
tions with her unity mantra.

The factionalism in the
AIADMK has the potential to
split the party vertically.
Today, former chief minister
E Palaniswamy  (EPS )needs
the party, but three times
chief minister O
Panneerselvam (OPS) needs
the party even more. Sasikala
has concluded that she, too,
needs the party. For nearly six
months, 'Chinnamma' has
been sending signals that she
is eager to regain control of
the AIADMK. So, there is a
fight among the three groups

— EPS, OPS and
Chinnamma.

The party is yet to put its
house in order after losing the
state assembly polls early this
year. With its poor perfor-
mance in the recently-con-
ducted local body polls, some
have started to feel that if
Sasikala takes over, things
will be set right and the dual
leadership of OPS and EPS is

not working. She also seems
to have the blessings of the
BJP. The EPS group natural-
ly resists this violently.
Though both EPS and OPS
have vociferously said in the
past that there is no place for
Sasikala in the party, the OPS
faction is wavering. It appears
the OPS faction has become
soft following her visit to
console him after his wife's
death in September. OPS
wants EPS out at any cost.

The question is, does
Sasikala have the potential to
divide the party vertically?
EPS and OPS are presently
the co-coordinator and coor-
dinator of the party.  EPS is
confident that as the dis-
missed leader, she has no role
in the party after the party
had collectively thrown her
out in the aftermath of

Jayalalithaa's demise in 2017.
Commenting on

Sasikala's move, Party coor-
dinator OPS recalled how he
had announced long ago that
he, along with EPS, as joint
coordinator, would discuss
the issue with other senior
leaders before deciding on the
fate of Sasikala. That has
raised eyebrows. Speaking
obviously for the EPS faction,
former minister Jayakumar
recalled how OPS had
launched a 'dharma yudh'
against Sasikala. Presently it
is EPS who has the upper
hand. The EPS group has 63
MLAs in the present
Assembly, OPS could not
mobilise such support in his
southern belt. OPS is waiting
for an opportunity to regain
his predominant position.
Sasikala has come in handy.

After all, both belong to the
same Thevar community
while EPS belongs to the
Gounder community.

Sasikala has become a
new headache for EPS.
AIADMK's ally BJP has
favoured the unity of the
party including Sasikala but
EPS and OPS had rejected it
before the Assembly polls.

Sasikala's nephew TTV
Dhinakaran had launched
his outfit AMMK after he and
his aunt were dismissed from
the party in 2017. The
AMMK polled 5.5 per cent
vote of the AIADMK's in the
2019 Lok Sabha polls, but this
got reduced to 2.5 per cent in
the assembly elections this
year. When AMMK believed
Sasikala could take over the
party after she came out of
prison in February, she disap-

pointed them by declaring
that she would decide her
political future only after the
Assembly polls. Now she has
revealed that she wants
AIADMK as a whole and not
head a small outfit like
AMMK.

Sasikala knows that with-
out the party's support, she
cannot survive. There is no
doubt that the AIADMK is up
for grabs because of the ego
clashes among the three lead-
ers. While Sasikala is about
70, the other two contenders
are much younger to her.  But
she has money power and
muscle power and knows the
party inside out. She has
started early before the 2024
polls and might have enough
time. We have to wait and see
who moves the pawn in the
chess board to win.  
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Reforms in the Indian Railways have
been a subject of study for long.
The most recent one was by the
Debroy Committee appointed by

the Modi Government in its early days in
2014-15. He was assisted by experienced
civil servants and experts, including veter-
an private-sector manager, thinker and
commentator Gurcharan Das. Its volumi-
nous report was mostly ignored by the
Government, except for the suggestion of
doing away with a separate Railway bud-
get. The railways is a behemoth which has
resisted change ever since independence;
it has a dismal record of first commission-
ing a study to recommend reforms and
then letting its report gather dust. Another
study consigned to the cooler was by the
Rakesh Mohan Committee in 2002, which
had recommended reforms similar to
Debroy. Practically nothing was imple-
mented. 

In this backdrop, the sudden appear-
ance of a report in mid-August (after
Ashwini Vaishnaw took over as Railway
Minister and closely following the
announcement of Rs 1.5 lakh crore mon-
etisation plan for IR assets) by Sanjeev
Sanyal, Principal Economic Advisor in the
Finance Ministry, listing 14 areas of ratio-
nalisations on IR, came as a surprise. While
the suggestions leave aside major areas of
reform (corporatization, re-structuring of
IR, separation of operations and planning,
etc.), they are a mix of some important
ones, some trivial issues, and some impos-
sible ones (beyond IR's competence, like,
changing its vigilance structure).

Interestingly, IR has been quick in
implementing two suggestions. While the
decision to close down IROAF, a small
organisation working on alternate fuels and
technologies, had been anticipated for long,
the announcement of closing down Indian
Railways Station Redevelopment
Corporation has come as a big surprise.
Station redevelopment has had a high pitch
from the government of late. This got high-
lighted further when Modi inaugurated the
remodelled Gandhinagar station in July
2021. An official statement said: "Work on
the redevelopment of 125 stations is
underway. Out of this, IRSDC is working
on 63 stations and RLDA on 60 stations.
Investment for redevelopment of 123 sta-
tions allied real estate is more than Rs
50,000 crore, "This sudden closure of
IRSDC has put a question mark on all this,
and maybe put the clock back on IR's ambi-
tions (although largely unattained) for
monetisation of its land assets.

IR had been trying for two decades
monetise its huge vacant land-bank of over
40,000 hectares, for which IRLDA — set
up in 2006 as a statutory authority for this
purpose - has had only a handful of suc-
cesses, in spite of having attempted over 100
commercial development projects. Station
development affords high-visibility as new
infrastructure in vibrant parts of a city.
Although included in RLDA's mandate, it
is a multi-functional area linked with rail-
way operations and higher potential for
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commercial exploitation and non-
fare revenues. ISRDC was, therefore,
set up as a JV company between
RLDA and IRCON.Although there
is no information about the ratio-
nale behind this sudden closure, the
only reason appears to be that the
Sanyal paper sawan overlap in
RLDA and ISRDC working, and
suggested that one of the two could
be wound up. It is learnt that Zonal
Railways shall be asked to do this
work, but land being a very sensi-
tive issue, few civil servants like to
risk their Vigilance profile in han-
dling it and therefore, field officers
who have other more pressing
works, are hardly likely to get bet-
ter results, leave aside the desired
outcomes. If their working over-
lapped, IRSDC could have been
merged with RLDA. The cure, it
would seem, is worse than the dis-
ease.

Sanjeev Sanyal is a lateral entry
economist into the Ministry of
Finance in an Advisory position. He
has exemplary educational and
professional credentials in the pri-
vate sector, and few books to his
credit. He has the mandate to study
various ministries with a free and
open mind. That gives him a free-
wheeling licence for selective sug-
gestions, which he seems to be mak-
ing, at times, without taking a
holistic view. 

As stated earlier, some sugges-
tions by Sanjeev Sanyal pertain to
trivial, non-core areas of Railways'
working. Closing down schools,
withdrawal of patronage to Institute
of Rail Transport and Indian
Railway Welfare Organisation, reor-
ganization of IR's Zonal and
Centralised Training Institutes,
upgrade of hospitals, recruitment,
etc. may happen easily but are not
of major consequence.

However, a few of the sugges-
tions, especially regarding some
other CPSEs do require an involved
analysis. He has suggested mergers
of Railway PSUs IRCON and
RVNL;a nd merger of Braithwaite
(a wagon builder) with RITES.
IRCON, RVNL and RITES are all
recently listed, profit-making com-
panies. Liberal economics require
such companies to strive with min-
imal interference of the ministry,
allow their Boards to take business
decisions and work for the benefit
of its shareholders (including retail,
public investors). Having said that,
RVNL-IRCON merger may not be
a bad idea, because their domains
are similar-Civil and allied infra-
structure. A better idea would be a
strategic sale. Incidentally, the
strategic sale of IR's CONCOR is
hanging fire for more than two
years on account of a petty, inter-
ministerial issue of deciding land
lease rates.

The proposal of merging
Braithwaite with RITES (a wide
spectrum transport consulting and
services company) is quite absurd.
There is surplus wagon building
capacity in the country.  Burn
Standard, another of IR's wagon
building CPSE, was earlier closed
down by this government.
Braithwaite would readily be bought
over by a private entity. There is no
logic of saddling RITES with a busi-
ness totally diverse from its core
strengths.

An important suggestion is
about rationalizing IT initiatives on
IR. However, the suggestion of
merging RailTel — a listed CPSE —
and CRIS — an autonomous
Society —  with IRCTC, which is
also recently listed, may not be desir-
able. RailTel, an infrastructure, not
an IT, company, has no synergy with

IRCTC. Through CRIS, IR owns a
widely used software for passenger
reservations, some propriety soft-
ware and significant in-house com-
petencies; it is limited by its govern-
mental structure and IR should look
to unlocking its value by its merg-
er with IRCTC, sale to another pre-
mier IT company or it being allowed
to mutate into a company as an
independent IT services provider in
the transportation sector. A hasty
decision, without thorough exam-
ination of the subject, may turn out
to be sub-optimal.

Similar suggestion of winding
up COFMOW, of nearly 50 years'
standing in M&P planning and pro-
curement, appears to be casual,
ignoring its role in centralized tech-
nical and procurement work for IR's
factories and workshops, some-
thing which field officers are never
able to do fruitfully. The proposal
to corporatize the 8 Production
units of IR into CPSEs lies in
limbo; it would be a major reform
and the government should show
firm resolve to take this forward, like
it has shown in case of corporatiz-
ing ordnance factories. 

IR requires major reforms in its
structure. Merging its different
cadres to break the silos of depart-
mentalism, raising revenues, ratio-
nalising capex, reducing unit cost of
transportation to face road/air com-
petition are major challenges before
it. Half- hearted attempts, nibbling
at peripheral issues will divert atten-
tion like it happened after the
announcement of Indian Railway
Management Service (IRMS) with
much fanfare, which so far has
turned out to be much ado about
nothing. The Government needs to
take a quick holistic view before IR
sinks into being another big guzzler
of taxpayers' money. 

(Sudhanshu Mani is
retired General Manager,

Indian Railways. SK
Luthra is retired Chief
Administrative Officer,

Indian Railways. 
The views expressed 

are personal.)
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At least 19 people were killed
and 50 others wounded in

an attack on a military hospi-
tal in Kabul on Tuesday, the lat-
est assault to rock Afghanistan
since the Taliban seized power.

The attack got under way
when a suicide bomber deto-
nated his explosives near the
entrance of the sprawling site.

Gunmen then broke into
the hospital grounds, firing
their weapons there, the
Taliban said.

“Nineteen dead bodies and
about 50 wounded people have
been taken to hospitals in
Kabul,” a Health Ministry 
official who asked not to be
named told AFP.

The Taliban spent 20 years
waging an insurgency against
the ousted US-backed 
Government.

Now they face the struggle
of bringing stability to
Afghanistan, which has been
hit in recent weeks by a series
of bloody assaults claimed by
the Islamic State group’s 
local chapter.

Tuesday’s attack has not yet
been claimed by any group.

“All the attackers are dead.
The attack was initiated by a
suicide bomber on a motorcy-

cle who blew himself up at the
entrance of the hospital,” a
Taliban official from the 
media team said.

“Some attackers entered
the hospital compound.”

Two explosions targeted
the hospital area, he had earli-
er said in a statement.

AFP staff in the city heard
a second explosion some 30
minutes after the first 
was reported.

“I heard a big explosion
coming from the first check-
point. We were told to go to
safe rooms. I also hear guns fir-
ing,” a doctor at the Sardar
Mohammad Daud Khan hos-
pital in Kabul told AFP while
the attack was being 
carried out.

“I can still hear gun firing
inside the hospital building. I
think the attackers are going
from room to room... like the
first time it was attacked,” the
doctor added.

The hospital, which treats
wounded soldiers from both
the Taliban and former Afghan

security forces, was previously
attacked in 2017, when gun-
men disguised as medical per-
sonnel killed at least 30 people
in an hours-long siege.

Although both IS and the
Taliban are hardline Sunni
Islamist militants, they differ on
details of religion and strategy.

ISIS have claimed four
mass casualty attacks since the
Taliban takeover on August 15,
including suicide bomb blasts
targeting Shia Muslim
mosques. The group regards
Shia Muslims as heretics.

In the 2017 attack on the
military hospital, militants
went room to room killing peo-
ple, switching to knives when
they ran out of ammunition.

That attack was claimed by
the Islamic State group, and the
Taliban denied responsibility.

However, survivors told
AFP that the attackers chanted
“Long live Taliban” in Pashto
and attacked all but two wards
on the hospital’s first floor
where Taliban patients 
were admitted.
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World leaders promised to
protect Earth’s forests,

cut methane emissions and
help South Africa wean itself off
coal at the UN climate summit
Tuesday — part of a flurry of
deals intended to avert cata-
strophic global warming.

Britain hailed the com-
mitment by over 100 countries
to end deforestation in the
coming decade as the first big
achievement of the conference
in the Scottish city of Glasgow,
known as COP26 — but
experts noted such promises
have been made and 
broken before. 

The UK Government said
it has received commitments
from leaders representing more
than 85 per cent of the world’s
forests to halt and reverse
deforestation by 2030. Among
them are several countries with
massive forests, including
Brazil, China, Colombia,
Congo, Indonesia, Russia and
the United States.

More than $19 billion in

public and private funds have
been pledged toward the plan.

“With today’s unprece-
dented pledges, we will have a
chance to end humanity’s long
history as nature’s conqueror,
and instead become its custo-
dian,” British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson said. “Let’s end
this great chainsaw massacre by
making conservation do what

we know it can do, and that is
deliver long-term sustainable
jobs and growth as well.”

Experts and observers said
fulfilling the pledge will be crit-
ical to limiting climate change,
but many noted that such
grand promises have been
made in the past — to 
little effect.

“Signing the declaration is

the easy part,” UN Secretary-
General António Guterres said
on Twitter. “It is essential that
it is implemented now for 
people and planet.”

Alison Hoare, a senior
research fellow at political
think tank Chatham House,
said world leaders promised in
2014 to end deforestation by
2030, “but since then defor-
estation has accelerated across
many countries.”
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The Biden administration
on Tuesday launched a

wide-ranging plan to reduce
methane emissions, targeting a
potent greenhouse gas that
contributes significantly to
global warming and packs a
stronger short-term punch
than even carbon dioxide.

The plan was announced
as President Joe Biden wraps up
a two-day appearance at a UNs
climate summit in Glasgow,
Scotland. Biden pledged during
the summit to work with the
EU and dozens of other nations
to reduce methane emissions
worldwide by 30% by 2030.
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The head of the African Union says the interna-
tional community must support the continent’s

efforts to adapt to climate change, including a pro-
gram that requires $25 billion over five years.

Speaking on Tuesday at the UN climate con-
ference in Glasgow, President Felix Tshisekedi
of the Democratic Republic of Congo said the
continent needs the world to raise $12.5 billion,

with the balance coming from the African
Development Bank.

In his remarks before a meeting of world
leaders, Tshisekedi noted that the global effort
on climate change “can’t be won unless it is won
in Africa.” He said he hopes the money will be
raised before the next climate conference. 

“It is a starting point rather than a ceiling,
and it will contribute to building trust and con-
fidence,” he said.
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Ethiopia’s Government has
declared a national state of

emergency as rival Tigray
forces threaten to move on the
capital as the country’s yearlong
war escalates quickly.

The declaration by the
Council of Ministers on
Tuesday was the clearest sign of
alarm yet from the Government
of Ethiopian Prime Minister
Abiy Ahmed, who a year ago
this week allowed soldiers from
a neighboring country to invade

the Tigray region and pursue
the Tigray forces alongside
Ethiopian troops. Thousands of
people have been killed 
since then.

The United States has
warned the Tigray forces, who
long dominated the national
Government before Abiy took
office, against any attempt to
“besiege” the capital, Addis
Ababa, after seizing control in
recent days of the strategic
cities of Dessie and Kombolcha.
That positions them to move
down a major highway toward

the capital. The state of emer-
gency takes affect immediate-
ly and will last for six months.
The Government can impose a
curfew, disrupt transport ser-
vices and travel and detain
indefinitely anyone suspected
of having links with a terrorist
group. Local administrations in
some areas could be disband-
ed and a military leadership
could be installed.

Such actions would be
implemented by law. Ethiopian
lawmakers are expected to con-
vene within 48 hours.
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin on Monday empha-

sised the need to strengthen the
country’s air defences amid
NATO’s military activities near
Russia’s borders.

Speaking during a meeting
with military officials and arms
makers in the southern Russian
city of Sochi, Putin specificial-
ly noted the deployment of
NATO’s US-led missile defence
components in Eastern Europe
and increasingly frequent mis-
sions by NATO ships near
Russian waters in the Baltic and
Black Seas.

“Even now, a US warship
has entered the Black Sea, and

we can see it in binoculars or
crosshairs of our defense sys-
tems,” he said in an apparent
reference to the deployment of
the US destroyer USS Porter,
which sailed into the Black Sea
over the weekend and is to be
joined this week by USS Mount
Whitney, the flagship of the US
6th Fleet.

US Sixth Fleet said in a
statement that their mission
will help “further enhance col-
laboration between US and
NATO forces at sea,” adding
that “NATO allies and partners
stand together to ensure a safe,
stable and secure Black Sea
region, building partner capac-
ity to improve effectiveness
and interoperability.”

Glasgow: — France’s President
offered Britain extra time for
negotiations on Monday to try
to reach a compromise on a
troubling post-Brexit fishing
spat, hours ahead of a threat-
ened French blockade of British
ships and trucks.

France has threatened to bar
British boats from some of its
ports and tighten checks on
boats and trucks carrying British
goods if more French vessels
aren’t licensed to fish in UK
waters by Tuesday. Paris has also
suggested it might restrict ener-
gy supplies to the Channel
Islands, which are heavily depen-
dent on French electricity. AP

Cairo: A senior US diplomat on
Tuesday urged Sudan’s top gen-
eral to restore the country’s civil-
ian-led Government as media-
tion efforts pressed on to resolve
the civilian-military dispute that
was capped by last week’s coup
in the African nation.

US Special Envoy for the
Horn of Africa Jeffery Feltman
said Gen. Abdel-Fattah Burhan
should allow Prime Minister
Abdalla Hamdok and his
Cabinet to resume their work
and release Government offi-
cials and politicians detained in
connection with the takeover.

Hamdok has been under
house arrest since the military
takeover, led by Burhan,
though he has been allowed to
meet with visiting foreign
mediators. AP
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Hiring activity expanded by
43 per cent year-on-year in

October driven by strong
demand for technology pro-
fessionals, according to a
report.

According to the Naukri
JobSpeak report, with 2,523 job
listings in October 2021, there
was a 43 per cent year-on-year
(Y-O-Y) growth. However,
sequentially there has been
8.35 per cent decline as the total
number of job listings was
2,753 on the portal in the pre-
vious month. 

The Naukri JobSpeak is a
monthly Index that calculates
and records hiring activity
based on the job listings on
Naukri.Com website month
on month. 

The report further stated
that demand for tech profes-
sionals continued to soar as the
sector witnessed a significant
85 per cent Y-O-Y growth in
October. 

The upcoming launch of
5G and related services coupled
with the government's product
linked incentive scheme (PLI)
and the recent relief package for
players in the field has boost-
ed employment opportunities
in the Telecom/ISP sector that
grew in October, it observed. 

Hiring activity has also
picked up in sectors like Retail
(51 per cent) and
Hospitality/Travel (48 per cent)
with the ongoing holiday sea-
son, opening up of major
offline outlets and peak sale
season for e-commerce retail-
ers. 

Mumbai: The RBI on Tuesday
issued a revised Prompt
Corrective Action (PCA)
framework for banks to enable
supervisory intervention at
"appropriate time" and also
act as a tool for effective mar-
ket discipline. 

Capital, asset quality and
leverage will be the key areas
for monitoring in the revised
framework, the RBI said.

The revised PCA frame-
work will be effective from
January 1, 2022.

"The objective of the PCA
Framework is to enable
Supervisory intervention at an
appropriate time and require
the Supervised Entity to initi-

ate and implement remedial
measures in a timely manner,
so as to restore its financial
health," the central bank said. 

The PCA framework is
also intended to act as a tool for
effective market discipline. 

The central bank also
stressed that the PCA
Framework does not preclude
the Reserve Bank of India from
taking any other action as it
deems fit at any time, in addi-
tion to the corrective actions
prescribed in the framework.

"Indicators to be tracked
for capital, asset quality and
leverage would be
CRAR/Common Equity Tier I
Ratio, Net NPA Ratio and Tier

I Leverage Ratio, respectively,"
according to the revised
framework.

Breach of any risk thresh-
old may result in invocation of
the PCA.

The framework will apply
to all banks operating in India,
including foreign banks oper-
ating through branches or sub-
sidiaries based on breach of risk
thresholds of identified indi-
cators.

"A bank will generally be
placed under PCA framework
based on the Audited Annual
Financial Results and the ongo-
ing Supervisory Assessment
made by RBI," it said.

PTI

Mumbai:RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das on Tuesday
asked banks to remain vigilant
to any emerging signs of vul-
nerabilities and take timely
remedial measures to mitigate
the risks.

In a statement, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) said the
governor held separate meet-
ings with the MD and CEOs of
public sector banks and certain
private sector banks through
videoconferencing.

In his opening remarks,
Das acknowledged the
improved financial and opera-
tional resilience of the banking
sector that imparts strength to
financial stability.

He emphasised the need for
banks to continue providing
necessary support in the revival

of economic activity, the RBI said.
"He also advised the banks

to remain vigilant to any
emerging signs of vulnerabili-
ties and take timely remedial
measures to mitigate the risks
and maintain the stability of
not only the institutions them-
selves but also of the overall
financial system," it said.

Several other matters,
including credit flows, espe-
cially to micro and small enter-
prises, were also discussed dur-
ing the meetings.

As per the statement, dis-
cussions also took place on
matters like 'outlook for
stressed assets and measures for
mitigation', 'pricing of risks',
'collection efficiencies' and
'engagement of banks with fin-
tech entities". PTI
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Of the targeted � 61,000
crore debt resolution by

the fiscal-end, IL&FS has
resolved �52,200 crore of the
same by October-end and will
address �4,800 crore more
through the course of the year,
the management said on
Tuesday.

The company is sitting on
a cash balance of �16,700 crore
as of end-October, when it
completed the third year of its
bankruptcy. 

The company has repaid
Rs 14,100 crore of debt this fis-
cal so far, according to chair-
man Uday Kotak who added
that the company will address

�4,800 crore more this fiscal
year to meet the repayment tar-
get of �61,000 crore by 
March.  

Till date, the new manage-
ment has addressed debt of
�52,200 crore across group
entities and the earlier estimate
of resolving �61,000 crore of
debt, which represents 62 per
cent of the overall fund and
non-fund based debt of over
�99,000 crore as of October
2018, is also on course, Kotak
said.

The resolution of �52,200
crore represents 86 per cent of
the overall estimated resolution
value of �61,000 crore and 53
per cent of the total 
debt.

Hong Kong:Yahoo Inc. On Tuesday said it
plans to pull out of China, citing an “increas-
ingly challenging business and legal environ-
ment.” 

The company said in a statement that its
services will no longer be accessible from
mainland China as of Nov. 1. 

"Yahoo remains committed to the rights
of our users and a free and open internet. We
thank our users for their support,” the state-
ment read. 

Yahoo is the second large U.S. Technology
firm in recent weeks to reduce its operations
in China. Last month, Microsoft's professional
networking platform LinkedIn said it would
shutter its Chinese site, replacing it with a jobs
board instead. 

Yahoo had previously downsized opera-
tions in China, and in 2015 shuttered its
Beijing office. Its withdrawal from China is
largely symbolic as at least some of Yahoo's ser-
vices, its web portal, has been blocked in the
country. AP
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Benchmark BSE Sensex
declined by 109 points on

Tuesday due to losses in index
major Reliance Industries, Tata
Steel and ICICI Bank amid a
muted trend in global markets.

The 30-share index ended
109.40 points or 0.18 per cent
lower at 60,029.06 with 16 of its
constituents closing in red.

The broader NSE Nifty fell
by 40.70 points or 0.23 per cent
to 17,888.95 as metal, IT and
energy stocks declined.

Tata Steel was the top loser
in the Sensex pack, shedding
around 3 per cent, followed by
Tech Mahindra, HCL Tech,

IndusInd Bank and Reliance
Industries.

On the other hand, Maruti,
NTPC, Titan, SBI and L&T
were among the gainers.

Sectorally, BSE metal, ener-
gy, basic materials, oil and gas
and healthcare indices fell up to
1.93 per cent, while realty,
consumer durables and auto
index ended with gains.

Metal, oil and commodity
stocks dragged, fuelled by prof-
it booking while realty, PSU
bank and consumer durables
made frail attempts at lifting
the indices, analysts said.

Broader midcap and small-
cap indices rose up to 1.11 per
cent.

New Delhi:Former SBI chairman Pratip
Chaudhury was arrested by the Rajasthan Police
in Delhi on Sunday in a case of loan default and
sale of properties to asset reconstruction compa-
ny (ARC) has been sent to 15 days of judicial cus-
tody by a Jaisalmer court. The arrest has baffled
banking fraternity prompting some sharp respons-
es from former bosses of SBI, including Arundhati
Bhattacharya who succeeded Chaudhury after his
retirement in September 2013.

The case relates to a hotel project in Jaisalmer in
2007, which slipped into NPA in June 2010 after
which, as part of recovery efforts, the bank assigned
the dues to an ARC for recovery in March 2014.  It
is alleged by the hotel group that their assets valued
at Rs 200 cr were confiscated by the bank for default
on Rs 24 cr loan and sold to Delhi-based Alchemist
Asset Reconstruction Company (AARC) in a wrong
manner. The borrower had initially filed an FIR with
the State police against the sale of asset to ARC. They
later on filed a protest petition before the CJM court
in Jaislamer after a negative closure report filed by
the police. The SBI in a statement said that all the facts
of the case were not presented properly before the
court. Agencies
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The Union Public Service
Commission - UPSC will hold
the NDA 2 2021 exam on 14th

November 2021 as per the resched-
uled notification. Following recent
verdicts on the ongoing issue of per-
mitting female candidates to join the
country's renowned defence academy,
the National Defence Academy
(NDA) is ready to welcome female
aspirants from its upcoming course. 

�Important tips to crack
focus on syllabus 
The NDA written test is admin-

istered in a paper-and-pencil format
and consists entirely of objective-type
questions. The two important papers
included in the syllabus of the NDA
written exam are mathematics and the
General Ability Test (GAT), which
also contains 50 questions from
English. 

Aspirants should concentrate on
English and General Knowledge, as
these are the areas in which they must
score well in order to pass the NDA
exam. Candidates take advantage of
General Knowledge and English in
both the written exam and the SSB
interview. Aspirants should study
newspapers, current affairs, maga-
zines, and other sources to gain a
strong command of these sections.

The General Knowledge Test
(GAT) covers a wide range of topics,
including English, physics, chem-
istry, general science, history, geog-
raphy, and current events. Focus on

topics like vocabulary, reading com-
prehension, spotting errors, and para
jumbles if you want to do well in the
English section.

In the Mathematics paper, a total
of 120 questions are asked, with 2.5
marks assigned for each correct
answer marked by a candidate.
Algebra, Differential Calculus,
Matrices and Determinants,
Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry
– 2D and 3D, Vector Algebra, Integral
Calculus, Differential Equations,
Statistics and Probability are all cov-
ered in the Mathematics paper.

Attempt mock  tests and previ-
ous year papers

A candidate must also solve the
previous years' papers, which are
crucial, in order to gain a better
knowledge of the nature and type of
questions asked in the actual exam.
Candidates should take mock tests
and practice model papers to help
them manage their time and assess
their accuracy. 

Other components of the GAT
paper require you to concentrate on
the essentials, such as reading
NCERTs and other preparatory mate-
rials, in order to grasp the core con-
cepts efficiently. It is difficult to over-
estimate the value of solving previous
year's papers. 

Aspirants can obtain an idea of
the precise exam structure and the dif-
ficulty level of the questions asked in
the NDA written examination by
attempting previous years' questions.
Candidates should make short notes
on significant mathematical themes
and formulae in order to quickly
review them and establish a practical
approach to solving the questions.

Analyse previous year cut-off
score

To pass the exam, one must
grasp the minimal cut-off criteria;
even if you are weak in one topic, you
can still pass the exam by achieving
the minimum cut-off in that subject
and performing well in the others. The
minimal cut-off criteria as per section
range from 25 to 30%.

A smart study plan is required for
strategic preparation in order to focus
on each significant topic covered in
the syllabus. Candidates must be able
to effectively manage their time in
order to study for the exam in a sys-
tematic manner.

Take guidance of experts for
deep understanding 

The NDA exam is exceedingly
competitive, therefore competent
guidance and a decent approach are
vital. Even while some students can
pass the NDA exam without coach-
ing, in a persistently competitive
environment, joining a coaching insti-
tute will help you enhance your per-
formance and speed your NDA prepa-

ration.
Coaching institutes help you

maintain a high level of consistency
in your exam preparation, which
results in greater performance. Under
the guidance and mentorship of expe-
rienced professionals, coaching insti-
tutes provide students with extensive
learning opportunities.

A mentor can assist candidates in
identifying their strengths and limi-
tations, as well as assisting them in fast
recovering from setbacks.

Focus on current affairs 
From an examination standpoint,

current affairs are quite significant,
therefore candidates should devote
time to reading newspapers, taking
important notes, and thoroughly
revising them. Current events are like-
wise quite dynamic in nature because
they change all the time. 

Current Affairs is a component
that is included in every competitive
exam because of its relevance and con-
tinuous aspect. The questions from
current affairs may be linked to the
static section of the syllabus directly
or indirectly.

This is to see if a scholar can keep
up with what's going on in the news.
Since dynamic questions appear in
both the written and interview por-
tions of the NDA entrance exam, cur-
rent affairs play an important part in
NDA entrance exam preparation. 
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Talent management and performance
management are two interconnected
but different terms. While the former

is a broader task, the latter is just one of the
many aspects that come under talent man-
agement. Performance assessment is a part of
the performance management process that
estimates how well the professionals are per-
forming as needed for the job role. It considers
the recognizable assignments, behaviors, and
attitudes that together comprise “the correct
way of doing the work”. Talent management
covers the whole journey of the employee,
right from enrolling, onboarding to training
and upskilling. Performance management
alludes to estimating the performance of the
professionals based on feedback, metrics
and engaging them to further develop effi-
ciency and achieve hierarchical objectives. 
�
����	�
�
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The intent of talent management is to
guarantee that the organization has the right
stock of applicants to understand its essen-
tial objectives in the present as well as the
future. Talent management depends on four
pillars in accordance with business necessi-
ties: Sourcing, training, retention, and pro-
motion. Empowering a business to decrease
attrition and retain top talent by upskilling
them with the latest industry skills takes an
effective and efficient talent management
process. Using the right technologies available
in the market today, HR supervisors can check
the adequacy of the ability of talent man-
agement strategies. The fundamental provi-

sions of a powerful talent management
process or system is to facilitate recruitment,
onboarding, retention, succession, learning as
well as growth, and most importantly per-
formance management. 
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Performance management is the process
that facilitates setting of expectations so as to
provide the employees with objectives in
accordance with the organization’s vision or
necessities. This process thereby enables
organizations to include their staff in improv-
ing organizational effectiveness and accom-
plishing the firm’s main goal and objectives.
The employees also get adequate opportuni-
ties to explore the different methods that can
be adopted to achieve the set objectives. They
engage with superiors, peers and juniors in
the journey of goal achievement to seek sup-
port and manage challenges. Assessment of
employees should include evaluation of per-
formance, potential, fitment and development
needs.     
����	��	�
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� Performance enhancement: With top
experts in the company, the workforce can
arrive at any objective. Talent management is
best of all when it amalgamates three key
components: rapid allocation of prospective
candidates, positive experience of the staff,
and a strategic HR department.
� Competitive edge: By recruiting and effec-
tively managing talented workers, the firm
becomes sustainable and more than ever ready
to confront changes and dangers. When it

comes to talent management, the right strat-
egy will help in forming a productive team.
This is undeniably more helpful than simply
having a lot of imaginative and skilled indi-
viduals in the company.
� Strong employer branding: When the pro-
fessionals feel valued and and recognize that
they will have many opportunities to devel-
op, they are more averse to looking for work
somewhere else. The right talent review
helps the leadership of the organization with
insights pertaining to employee development
and facilitate decision making. A robust tal-
ent strategy shall enable higher employee
engagement and ensure the right people are
doing the right jobs. 
� Inspire others to grow: Having inspiring
talent on the team will influence other work-
ing professionals and higher satisfaction and
productivity.    
����	��	 ������
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� Setting expectations: Supervisors channel
the endeavors of individual staff members and
groups toward accomplishing the target of an
organization by laying out performance
objectives and expectations. 
� Monitoring staff performance: Keeping
track and mentoring the workers at regular
intervals allows leaders to recognize employ-
ee performance at any time. 
� Developing the ability to perform:
Performance management gives business
professionals an opportunity to recognize
necessities with regard to growth and devel-
opment. Directors can further develop work

processes, teams and new abilities, or provide
training. Individuals could benefit signifi-
cantly if work plans are put in place by them
in order to achieve the goals. A work plan is
the process of laying down the method that
is most suitable for achieving the goal. In
some cases, multiple work plans need to be
drawn in order to achieve a goal.
� Performance rating: This incorporates rat-
ing a team member or the whole team inside
the organization against components and
norms set out as goals and relegating a rat-
ing for the record. This should lead into a per-
formance discussion between the manager
and individual members. It is also one of the
fundamental roles of HR and business lead-
ers to perceive individual workers as well as
teams for phenomenal execution and recog-
nize their commitment to the mission of the
company.

Every one of the eponymous factors
once accomplished helps in driving a vital part
of fruitful organizations: Solid employee
engagement. Thus, this continues to drive
good performance. It’s basically a cycle that
all organizations and associations need to
comprehend for the sole purpose of achiev-
ing growth and development. Thoroughly
understanding this concept and utilizing it
accurately will assist with guaranteeing that
every other business need is being met.
Performance management will consistently be
a piece of the overall talent assessment and
development strategy.
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Great Learning, one of India’s leading
edtech companies for professional and

higher education has announced that it will
be hosting a webinar on How to build an
effective LinkedIn Profile on 3rd November
2021. The one-hour long live session is free
of cost and can be attended by those who
want to increase their visibility and under-
standing on how to keep their LinkedIn
profile active. 

The live session will be conducted by
Mr Shantanu Rana, Research Analyst at
Great Learning who will talk about the

importance of profile branding that sum-
marises one's professional experience. He
will also help participants to figure out how
to structure one's profile by showing rele-
vant examples. 

It offers comprehensive, industry-rele-
vant programs across various cutting-edge
Technology, Data and Business domains. Its
programmes are developed in collaboration
with the world's foremost academic insti-
tutions like Stanford University, MIT, The
University of Texas at Austin, National
University Singapore, IIT Madras, IIT
Bombay, IIT Roorkee, IIIT-Delhi, Shiv
Nadar University and Great Lakes Institute

of Management and are constantly reimag-
ined and revamped to address the dynam-
ic needs of the industry.

Great Learning is the only ed-tech
company to provide these programs in a
blended mode, classroom mode, and pure-
ly online mode, , relying on its vast network
of expert mentors and highly qualified fac-
ulty to deliver an unmatched learning
experience for learners in India and the
world over.

It is on a mission to enable transfor-
mative learning and career success in the
digital economy for professionals and stu-
dents across the globe.
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The young prodigy, Abhijita
Gupta recognised as the
world's youngest writer by

the International Book of
Records started writing poetry
and prose at the age of five. The
seven-year-old is the grand-
daughter of poet duo
Rashtrakavi- Shri Maithalisharan
Gupt and Santkavi Shri
Siyaramsharan Gupt. 

She has been a source of
inspiration for all aspiring writ-
ers as she has already penned
two books “Happiness All
Around" and “We Will Surely
Sustain”. She started writing at
the tender age of five years.
Currently a class three student,
Abhijita is on the verge of com-
pleting her third book as part of
her signature deal  with
Invincible Publishers. 

The little girl invokes her
creative muse to create a vivid
and unique portrait for distinct

composition. 
Appreciating her contribu-

tion, the Ministry of Culture on
behalf of the Government of
India invited her  to be amongst
the 40 youth icons to be a part
of “Mauka Hai” song written by
Manoj Muntashir, composed by
Rochak Kohli and sung by B
Praak. 

Her f irst  two books,
Happiness All Around and We
Will  Surely Sustain,  were
released in November last year
and February this year respec-
tively. All three books – pub-
lished by Invincible Publishers -
are collections of short stories
and poems.

With more than 9,700 copies
of her first two books already
sold cumulatively across plat-
forms, she and her mother are
excited to know how her third
book will be received by the
masses.
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VIT-AP University felici-
tates campus placement

achievers on Saturday at Taj
Gateway Hotel, Vijayawada in
the presence of chief guest J.
Nivas, Collector &amp; District
Magistrate. Chief Guest J.
Nivas, Collector and Dist.
Magistrate after felicitating
campus placement achievers
during his address told that it’s
a happiest moment to the cam-
pus placement achievers and
I’m happy to be the part of this
felicitation ceremony. 

VIT is known for its qual-
ity education and placement.
VIT-AP in a very short span

picked up well and ensuring
the standards was set its
Mother Institution VIT.
Loyalty is more important in
careers. 

Dr SV Kota Reddy, Vice
Chancellor stated “We are
delighted that once again the
top companies of the country
and the MNCs have reposed
their faith in our students.
The hard work put in by our
students and the quality edu-
cation imparted by the uni-
versity is reflected in these
placement results. 

As on 30 th Oct.2021 a
total of 535 students were
placed against 917 total offers
including 193 super dream
offers, 219 dream offers.
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The 11th Amity
International Moot

Court Competition 2021, a
simulation based on a lead-
ing issue of Public
International Law dealing
with extradition, asylum
and diplomatic immunities
and other issues, was won
by the students of Rajiv
Gandhi National University
of Law, Patiala. National

University of Advanced
Legal Studies, Kochi bagged
the second position. 

The competition con-
ferred a unique opportuni-
ty for the participants to
understand the various con-
ducts and procedures of
International Law, and
simultaneously apply them
in their own unique and
creative methodologies, cre-
ating noteworthy handy
arguments.

The three day paper
less competition witnessed
eminent dignitaries from
the legal fraternity and the
participation of over 100
teams from across the coun-
try and internationally,
including 8 National Law
Universities, 20
International University, 68
Indian Colleges and law
colleges from Japan,
Philippines, South Africa,
Kenya, Nepal, Brazil,

Nigeria, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Maldives etc. An
outstanding level of legal
deliberation was displayed
by the participating teams
with the  finest law students
coming together and pre-
senting their arguments.

Erika Hennequet,
Lecturer of International
Law, University of Sheffield,
UK called upon young stu-
dents to remain  positive
towards their profession.
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Even as the pandemic has
precipitated an unprece-

dented jump in online educa-
tion and job upskilling uptake
in the country, India is soon to
become a USD 313 billion
online education market. This
was revealed in a report titled
Investing for Impact:
Education, Skills &EdTech and
released by Aspire Circle, the
foremost Impact Leadership
champion and advocate in the
country. 

Setting out 10 disruptive
investment ideas which can
bring about a transformation-
al change in the way Indians
receive their education as well
as post-education skilling and
training facilitated and catal-
ysed by new-age educational
and training technologies – the
report points a way forward for
developing and building
human capital in keeping with
the needs of the 21st century
education and job market. The
ten ideas which have been
identified in the report can be

spelled out as the following
sub-segments: 

Technology-enabled K-12
Education; Online Test
Preparation Platforms-led
Inclusion &
Affordability;Supplemental &
E x t r a - c u r r i c u l a r
Education;Teacher Training &
Development; Affordable
Education Loan Platforms; Gig
Economy & Unbundled
Microtasking; Affordable
Student Housing; Innovative
Finance in Education &
Skilling; Micro and Alternative
Credentials for Employability
Skills and Social and Emotional
learning.

“The Top Ten Ideas in
21st century education and
skills lie at the intersection of
technology and impact. India’s
Education & Skills market will
grow 2X this decade, from
$180 billion in 2020 to $313
billion in 2030, while creating
5 million incremental jobs and
impacting 429 million learn-
ers”, said Amit Bhatia, Founder
of Aspire Circle & Creator -
Impact Future Project.
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�What is the benefit of the collabo-
ration between JSID and Ecole Intuit
Lab?

We chose to partner with École
Intuit Lab because they are renowned for
the quality of design education and for
the intensive curriculum which prepares
students for the industry. École Intuit
Lab has been successfully running a
design school in Mumbai for the last ten
years, and they are familiar with the
needs of the Indian design industry too.
These industry veterans have a vision to
build a design culture and not just a
school.
�What are the myths that people have
about job opportunities in offbeat pro-
fessions?

Our education system is often very
theory-oriented, with a great focus on
acquiring academic knowledge.
However, employers are increasingly
looking for graduates who can blend
theoretical and practical knowledge,
while being familiar with contemporary
techniques and technologies. With econ-
omy rapidly globalising and mod-
ernising, many new kinds of jobs and
professions are becoming the norm. For
instance, 15 years back, there were not
many digital product designers or game
designers. Today, such jobs are widely
advertised. 
�Why did Ecole approach JSID for
creating presence in Delhi-NCR?

The institutional philosophy of JSID
and École Intuit Lab are highly aligned
and students in Delhi-NCR could ben-
efit. Hence, the collaboration.
�How will collaboration help to pur-
sue a career in designing?

The curriculum is regularly updat-
ed, and students are taught by faculty
who have extensive industry experience.
The students at École Intuit Lab also par-
ticipate in regular design workshops
conducted by international faculty, and
have the opportunity to go on interna-
tional exchange programmes to Paris
and Marseille, or do a semester abroad.
Every student is required to undertake
two mandatory industry internships,
and complete an intensive industry-ori-
ented project. .

�What are programmes that will be
offered?

École Intuit Lab Delhi will be offer-
ing four UG and one PG programme: 

UG Visual Communication (4
years & 30 students a batch): Trains stu-
dents to infuse words and images with
life and meaning, in ways that can per-
suade, educate, entertain or inform.

UG Digital Product Design (4
years & 30 students a batch): Goes
beyond traditional graphic design to
encompass UX Design. Students are
trained to become functional designers
and creative problem solvers who are
equipped to manage digital product life-
cycle.

UG Game Art & Design (4 years &
30 students a batch): Equips students
with the artistic and technical skills
required to design and develop games,
and produce other interactive solu-
tions.

UG in Fine Art (4 years & 30 stu-
dents a batch): Students are trained to
be contemporary artists who are able to
channel their creativity and visual
expression to share ideas and messages
with the world.

PG in Advertising Design & Visual
Communication (18 months): Provides
an in-depth understanding of advertis-
ing, branding, design, digital and com-
munication strategies. 
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The University of Sheffield,
UK invites applications
for its 125 International

Postgraduate Taught Merit
Scholarships in 2022. 

Each scholarship is a com-
petitive award worth 25% of the
original tuition fee for a post-
graduate taught programme
starting in September 2022. The
scholarships are available to all
new international students who
meet the eligibility criteria.

You must hold an offer to
study at the University of
Sheffield

Eligibility: Your programme
must commence at the University
of Sheffield in autumn 2022.

You must receive an offer for
a course studied in full at the
University of Sheffield. Masters
programmes split between the
University of Sheffield and a
partner institution are not eligi-
ble to apply for a scholarship.

For tuition fee purposes you
must be self-funded and required
to pay the overseas tuition fee.

You must not be a sponsored
student.

For further terms and con-
ditions please visit-
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/inter-
national/fees-and-funding/schol-
arships/postgraduate/internation-
al-merit-postgraduate-scholarship

Applications will open in
mid-November.

Applications deadline: The
deadline for scholarship applica-

tions is 13:00 (UK time) on
Monday May 16, 2022.

In order to support high
achieving aspirants from all over
the world, Trent University is
awarding Trent-United World
Colleges Scholarships in Canada.

Eligibility: Applications from
all over the globe are eligible
(except Canada)

Acceptable Course or
Subjects: Undergraduate degree
program in any subject area
offered by the university.

The university offers these
grants to those candidates who
demonstrate outstanding acade-
mic achievement, community
service, leadership potential, and
financial need.

Supporting documents:
Must send the High School diplo-
ma, CV, transcripts, short state-
ments of purpose.

Admission requirements:
For taking admission, candidates
are required to meet the entry
requirements of the university.

Language requirement: You
are needed to provide proof of
English proficiency (or condi-
tional admission through Trent-
ESL: English for University).

How to apply: Before apply-
ing for this award, aspirants are
required to take admission in the
undergraduate degree program at
Trent University. After enrolling,
students will be considered auto-
matically for this education
award.

Application deadline: The
last date to apply for Trent-
United World Colleges
Scholarships is February 1, 2022.

CAT 2021 Preparations: The
Common Admission Test
(CAT) is a computer-based

test for admission in a graduate
management program. As per the
latest media report on the CAT offi-
cial website, in order to lessen the
time pressure on students to com-
plete the CAT 2021 exam, the num-
ber of questions from each CAT
section will be reduced. However,
the CAT exam pattern will remain
the same with 2 hours duration.

According to the media report,
the CAT 2021 exam pattern is
divided into three sections and it is
expected to be a total of 64-66 ques-
tions. In VARC and QA sections,
22-23 questions are expected, and
in the DILR section, there will be
20-21 questions.

STUDY PLAN
Get your basic concepts clear.

Having crystal clear concepts
means you have a thorough knowl-
edge of all the applications of a con-
cept and you have, through prac-
tice, learned the subtlety and
acquired the fine fidelity of apply-
ing it in actual questions. Since
CAT asks tricky questions, the
more ideas you have of applying the
concepts, the more edge you get in
the actual exam. There is no short-
cut here. You might be intelligent

but not having a clear under-
standing of the concepts would
land you in a soup. “A mansion is
built only when the foundation is
strong”. Being thorough with basic
concepts is crucial because it is the
base on which your strategy rests

Set your weekly targets. You
need to determine a time each week
(Sunday morning works best for
me) to focus on your goals.
Flexibility and consistency are
required to put this time aside to
give mocks once in 15 days and
stick to it. Try to get at least 5 ques-
tions correct in each section. Fix up
a plan and turn the world upside
down.

Get involved in curricular
activities. You should get involved
in the curricular activities especially
for the non-engineer students. Try
finding what more talent you have
other than academics which will
make you stand out from the
mass. You can get involved with an
NGO; do some small projects as
well as some certification courses
which will be an asset for your
resume.

Try to manifest. Trying to
visualise your thoughts and feelings
about your dream college; this
will then help you to feel more pos-
itive and motivated to make these
changes a reality. This will then

push you to take some action and
ultimately manifest your goals into
your life.

Go for the shortcut tricks. Try
to solve the questions using tricks
so that you can complete them
within seconds while others take
much time to solve them. This can
give a huge difference in the ulti-
mate scores.

Aligned prep. Make a habit of
reading for at least 30 mins every
day. You can watch BBC channels
to try to get the feel of the corpo-
rate world. You should start read-
ing AEON essays, newspapersand
novels.

Sectional preparation. Prepare
a separate strategy according to
each section. Pay attention to not
only the section you are comfort-
able with but also to the one you
have a tough time understanding.
Having a holistic approach is vital
to crack CAT.

Strategies for mocks. After
getting the whole idea about the
question and pattern of CAT, try
solving mocks twice a week.

FOCUS AREAS
Accuracy: Identify questions

that you wish to attempt from each
section. Select questions from the
entire lot which you are confident
of solving accurately. Proceed to the

questions where you are somewhat
confident of reaching the accura-
cy level. The last set comprises
questions where you are confident
of making informed guesses which
can steer you to a level close to the
accuracy level required. Get at
least 8 of them correct in each sec-
tion.

Improve on your weak and
strong areas: Identify your weak
areas and practice more questions
on them. Learn from the mistakes
and try to avoid the same mistake
in other mock. Try solving more
questions of your strong portions
in mocks.

Time Management: After you
have conquered your weaker areas,
now your focus shifts to time
management. This will gradually
increase after you keep giving
mocks using the shortcut tricks
more.

Analysis: One thing many for-
get is analysing the mocks.
Thoroughly analysing each mock
will help you set a mental map of
your current preparation and you
can mold your strategy according-
ly. Give more time to analyse your
mocks. Look into the questions
which you guess. After analysis, try
solving the questions on your own
so that you never forget them.
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The Delhi Commission for
Women on Tuesday sent a

notice to the city police and said
it has taken suo moto cong-
nizance of media reports of
threat given to the family of
Indian cricket captain Virat
Kohli.

The Delhi Women's panel
sent a notice to the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Cyber). 

The notice stated that it has
been reported that online
threats are being given to rape
the nine-month-old girl child of
Virat Kohli since the team's
defeat in a India-Pakistan crick-
et match in the ongoing T20
World Cup.

"It is learnt that he is being
also attacked since he spoke
against the incessant trolling of
his teammate Md. 

Shami who was targeted for
his religion by online trolls," said
DCW chairperson Swati
Maliwal.

"This is very serious matter
and attracts immediate action,"
she said.

In view of this, the women's
commission has asked the Delhi
Police to submit the copy of FIR
registered in the matter and

sought details of accused iden-
tified and arrested in the mat-
ter. 

The commission has also
asked information about the
details of steps taken by the
Delhi Police to arrest the
accused. 

The DCW chief has also
sought a detailed action taken
report in the matter. 
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Long-time opener Rohit
Sharma was fully taken into

confidence before being replaced
by Ishan Kishan at the top of bat-
ting order for India's T20 World
Cup match against New
Zealand, batting coach Vikram
Rathour said on Tuesday.

The Indians lost that game
by eight wickets to stand on the
verge of a group stage exit, days
after their 10-wicket drubbing at
the hands of Pakistan.

On the eve of the
Afghanistan match, Rathour

said that Kishan's elevation was
more about having a left-hander
at the top of the order rather
than having too many similar
type of players in the middle-
order.

"How things went was Surya
was having some back spasm the
previous night and was not fit
enough to take the field. The
person coming in was of course
Ishan and we know Ishan had
done well as an opener as he has
done well in the past," Rathour
said. "As far as who took that
call, it's the whole management
that sits and takes that call. 
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World Cup-winning for-
mer India all-rounder

Yuvraj Singh has decided to
come out of retirement in
February next year "on public
demand", more than two years
after he called it quits.

In a surprise late-night
post on Instagram on Monday,
Yuvraj posted a clip of his
final century for India when he

smashed 150 against England
in Cuttack in January 2017

"God decides your destiny
!!On public demand il be back
on the pitch hopefully in
February ! Ain't nothing like
this feeling!

"Thank you for your love
and wishes, mean a lot to me !
Keep supporting IND it's our
team and a true fan will show
his or her support in tough
times," Yuvraj wrote. ��	� )12�1345

Rohit Sharma is expected to lead the
Indian cricket team in the three

T20 Internationals against New
Zealand, starting November 17, while
Virat Kohli's future as ODI captain
will be discussed when the BCCI lead-
ership and the national selectors meet
in the next couple of days. 

The possibility of outgoing T20
skipper Kohli losing his ODI captain-
cy is strong.

As reported by PTI on October
31, another failure to win an ICC tour-
nament will put his leadership future
in doubt and when BCCI president
Sourav Ganguly and secretary Jay
Shah hold a virtual meet with the
national selectors in a couple of days'
time, the leadership issue will be dis-
cussed.

Currently, India don't have any
ODI assignments this year and even

next year, there are very few 50-over
games on schedule with another T20
World Cup set to be played in
Australia.

"First things first, the squads for
New Zealand series need to be decid-
ed. Rohit hasn't yet said that he does-
n't want to lead in the T20
Internationals against New Zealand.
And why would he not want to lead?
It's his first series as full-time T20 cap-
tain," a senior BCCI official told PTI
when asked if Rohit would take rest.

However, some sources have indi-
cated that top players like Rohit
might just take a break from the two
Test matches against New Zealand in
Kanpur (November 25-29) and
Mumbai (Dec 3-7).

It could well be that those who are
rested for the T20Is will come back for
the Tests while some who play the
shortest version will then get a break
before the South Africa tour that starts
end of December.

India have only three 50-over
games in the current home season
with all the encounters against West
Indies in February. The BCCI is keen
on having a two-year master-plan,
going into the 2023 World Cup here.

While they are in no hurry to
announce a new ODI captain but it
is certain that they wouldn't want a
separate white ball captain for just
three games with 17 T20 games in
India till June.
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Opener Mohammad Rizwan
continued his scintillating
form with a blistering 79 as a

thoroughly professional Pakistan
stormed into the semifinals of the T20
World Cup with a 45-run thrashing
of Namibia here on Tuesday.

From scoring only 12 runs in his
first 21 balls, the wicketkeeper-batter
smashed 67 in the next 29 deliveries,
as Pakistan pummelled 130 runs in the
back-10 to set a daunting target of 190
for the tournament debutants.

Rizwan's 50-ball knock contained
four sixes and eight fours, while his
skipper Babar Azam soaked up the
early pressure with a classy 70 from
49 deliveries in a record-breaking 113-
run opening stand.

With the knock, Rizwan (1661)
surpassed Indian skipper Virat Kohli
(1614) and remained just five shy of
Chris Gayle (1665) to become the bat-
ter with most T20 runs in a calendar
year.

Babar and Rizwan became the
first opening pair to post five centu-
ry-plus partnerships, bettering the
Indian duo Rohit Sharma and Shikhar
Dhawan's tally of four.

The pair also became the first to
aggregate 1000-plus T20I runs --
1041 -- in a calendar year as Pakistan
seized control of the game.

Mohammad Hafeez also returned
to form with a sensational cameo of
32 not out from 16 balls (5x4), some-

thing that allowed Rizwan the much-
needed breather in the middle.

Such was the impact of Rizwan
and Hafeez in the back-end that
Pakistan scored 71 runs from the last
five overs.

In reply, Namibia were restrict-
ed to 144 for five with David Wiese
making 43 from 31-balls and Craig
Williams scoring 40.

Heading into the game, Hasan
Ali's bowling form was the weakest
link in Pakistan's otherwise flawless
show in this World Cup, but the pacer
seemed to have got his rhythm back,
returning impressive figures of 1/22 in
four overs.

Ali was given the new ball and he
impressed early, cleaning up Michael
van Lingen to give Pakistan a perfect

start.
Namibia needed 120 with eight

wickets in hand at the halfway mark
but Pakistan looked in complete con-
trol.

Namibia's superstar all-rounder
Wiese kept producing his big hits but
he lacked support at the other end in
the daunting chase.

Earlier, Namibia took the honours

in the first 10 overs, giving away just
59 runs at the halfway mark.

It was an uncharacteristically
slow start for the Pakistani duo, who
were also batting first for the first time
in four games, with the Namibian
bowlers hardly giving them any room.

Trumpelmann led the attack
superbly, returning with figures of 2-
1-2-0 in his first spell, as Pakistan
made just six runs in the first three
overs.

Rizwan struggled to get going and
saw an LBW decision overturned
while he was on two from 11 balls.

The wicketkeeper was further
tested after being hit by a Ben
Shikongo short-pitched delivery but
he managed to hold on, even as his
skipper went after the bowling.

Babar took the early initiative and
complemented well en route to his
third half-century from four match-
es.

Rizwan broke free against
Namibia's best bowler, Trumpelmann,
stepping out to hit him over long-on.

It also meant that left-arm medi-
um pacer Trumpelmann, who just
conceded two runs and bowled a
maiden in his first two overs, went for
34 in his last two with Rizwan-Hafeez
going for the kill.

Pakistan also got some help with
the dew settling in towards the back-
end of the innings as the Namibians
struggled to check the run flow, even
as Babar and Co's strategy to keep
wickets in hand paid dividends. 
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Debutant Akash Kumar
(54kg) secured India's first

medal at the ongoing AIBA
World Men's Boxing
Championships here on
Tuesday after advancing to the
semifinals with a superb win
over former Olympic silver-
medallist Yoel Finol Rivas of
Venezuela.

The 21-year-old Akash,
who is a reigning national
champion, prevailed 5-0 in a
fabulous performance during
which his punching and show-
manship were simply outstand-
ing. The fearless youngster

scored on counter-attacks with
a non-existent guard and taunt-
ed his opponent, all this while
staying out of his range with
terrific pace and footwork.

The Services boxer, who is
a product of the Army Sports
Institute in Pune, lost his moth-
er to a lung infection in
September and competed in
the national championships
unaware of the tragedy. 

His father died more than
a decade back after initiating
him to boxing and his younger
brother is in jail in connection
with a murder case. 

On Tuesday, Akash became
only the seventh Indian male
boxer to secure a world cham-
pionship medal and is also
assured of a prize money of at
least USD 25,000.

Rivas had originally won a
bronze in the Rio 2016
Olympics. 
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Barcelona striker Sergio
Aguero will be sidelined for

at least three months after
undergoing heart tests.

Aguero was “subjected to
a diagnostic and therapeutic
process” that won't allow him
to play for a while, the club said
on Monday.

“The effectiveness of treat-
ment will be evaluated in order
to determine his recovery
process.”

Barcelona did not give any
more detail on the therapeutic
process undergone by the 33-
year-old Argentine. He had to
be hospitalized for tests on his
heart after feeling unwell on
Saturday in the first half of the
team's 1-1 home draw against
Alavés in the Spanish league.

Aguero, who just joined
the Catalan club from
Manchester City, had already

missed several matches at the
beginning of the season
because of a previous injury. He
has five appearances for the
club so far, but started in only
the previous two games. 

Aguero's only goal this
season came in the 2-1 loss in
the clásico against Real Madrid
at the Camp Nou last month. 

Barcelona has struggled in
its first season without Lionel
Messi in almost two decades. It
is winless in three straight
matches in all competitions. It's
next game is on Tuesday at
Dynamo Kyiv in the group
stage of the Champions League
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Young Indian shuttler
Lakshya Sen stormed into

the second round of the HYLO
Open Super 500 tournament
with a straight set win over
Thomas Rouxel of France here
on Tuesday.  Lakshya took 36
minutes to get the better of
Rouxel 21-17 21-14.  However,
a tough second round awaits
the Indian as he faces the win-
ner of the match between
fourth seed Tzu Wei Wang of
Chinese Taipei and Sweden's
Felix Burestedt. The other
Indian in men's singles, Ajay
Jayaram will take the court later
in the day against fifth seed
Rasmus Gemke of Denmark.

Young Lakshya, ranked
world number 22, had a decent
outing at the Denmark Open
and French Open. 

PAKISTAN CRUSH NAMIBIA, STORM INTO SEMIFINALS
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Indian shuttler Lakshya
Sen enters second round
of HYLO Open
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Senior off-spinner Ravichandran
Ashwin's inexplicable absence from

the playing XI is in focus as India skip-
per Virat Kohli tries to figure the com-
bination that can bring his team's
floundering campaign back on track
when it takes on a feisty Afghanistan
in the T20 World Cup here on
Wednesday.

India's run has been derailed
after two crushing defeats against
Pakistan and New Zealand and the
performance that they have put in is
not worthy of a semi-final spot even
though mathematics keeps 

their hopes alive.
Afghanistan have expectedly won

their two games against Scotland and
Namibia and were in the contest

against Pakistan for the better part
before Asif Ali took the game away
with four sixes in one over.

In this backdrop, Mohammed
Nabi and Rashid Khan would like to
use all their might and T20 freelanc-
ing experience to add insult to the
Indian injury and prolong the night-
mare that started on October 24.

ICC T20 WORLD CUP 2021Match 32

New Zealand

Scotlandvs

Dubai International Stadium

Head-to-Head in

T20 World Cup

Played

Won

Lost

Highest Total

1

0

1

1

1

0

90/3

N
. 
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N
D

Nov 3, 3:30 pm IST

89/4

ICC
Rank

4

ICC
Rank

14

Have only played one match

against each other in T20 format

Head-to-Head in

T20 World Cup

ICC T20 WORLD CUP 2021Match 33

India vs

Afghanistan

Sheikh Zayed Stadium,

Abu Dhabi

Nov 3, 7:30 pm IST

Played

Won

Lost

Highest Total

2

0

2

2

2

0

159/5
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T
A

N

136

ICC
Rank

3

ICC
Rank

7

Have only played two matches

against each other in T20 format
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Pacers Kagiso Rabada and Anrich
Nortje ran through the Bangladesh
batting-line up to fashion South

Africa's comfortable six-wicket win,
which took the Proteas closer to the T20
World Cup semifinals, here on Tuesday.

South Africa skittled out a strug-
gling Bangladesh for 84 in 18.2 overs
and then knocked off their target in 13.3
overs to consolidate their second posi-
tion in Group 1.

With three wins from four match-
es, South Africa now have a match left
against in-form table toppers and
unbeaten England on November 6.

Already down and out, Bangladeshi
batters were at sea against a disciplined
South African attack, which was not
only consistent with its teasing line and
length but also got the ball to jump off
good length.

Rabada's (3/20) first spell in which
he scalped three batters, including two

in two balls, was instrumental in the
slide of Bangladesh, who were playing
without star-all rounder Shakib Al
Hasan. 

Nortje (3/8) also got rid of three bat-
ters while Shamsi Tabraiz (2/21) dis-
missed two.

Had it not been for Mahedi Hasan's
27-run cameo, Bangladesh would not
have even crossed the 80-run mark.

Chasing a small total, South Africa
lost openers Quinton de Kock (16) and
Reeza Hendricks (4) cheaply and Aiden
Markram also exited without scoring, as
the Bangladeshis bowled with lot of fire-
power and purpose. However, skipper
Temba Bavuma (31 not out) and Rassie
van der Dussen (22) steadied the
innings, having taken some time to get
the measure of the pitch which was
assisting the fast bowlers.    

Eventually Bavuma got the job
done in the company of David Miller (5
not out), who finished the match in
style, with a four off Mahedi Hasan. 

Earlier, spinner Keshav Maharaj and
Rabada were terrific with their line and
length when they opened the attack.
They did not let either Liton Das (24)
or Mohammad Naim free their arms.

When Naim (9) tried to break the
shackles, the left-hander ended up giv-
ing a simple catch to Reeza Hendricks
at mid-wicket, off Rabada.
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